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Ten Commandments
w

by Leo Szilard

1. Recognize the connections of things and the laws of conduct of people, so that
you may know what you are doing.

2. Let your actions be directed towards a worthy goal, but do not ask if they will

reach it; they are models and examples, not means to an end.

3. Speak to ali people as you do to yourself, with no concern for t.he effect you

make, so that you do not shut them out from your world; lest in isolation the

meaning of life slips out of sight and you lose belief in the perfection of the
creation.

4. Do not destroy what you cannot create.

5. Do not eat unless you are hungry.

6. Do not covet what you cannot have.

7. Do not lie without need.

8. ttonor children. Listen reverently to their words and speak to them with infinite
love.

9. Do your work for six :years; but in the seventh, go into solitude or among

strangers, so that the recollection of your fl'iends does not hinder you from

. being what you have become.

10. Lead your life with a.gentle hand and be ready to leave whenever you are ca.lled.

I, vii
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" Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past 20 years, a great number of experimental discoveries have con-

tributed t,o vast improvements in our theoretical understanding of particle physics,

The experimental observations of neutral currents [Hasert 73], the charm quark

[Aubert 74, Augustin 74], the third generation tau lepton [Perl 7,5]and bottom quark

[Herb 77], electroweak interference [Prescott 78], the intermediate vector bosons I¥ +

[Arnison 83a, Banner 83] and Z [Arnison 83b, Bagnaia 83], and the absence of a

light fourth generation neutrino [Abrams 89d, Decamp 89, Aarnio 89, Adeva 89,

Akrawy 89], are important ingredients of the standard model of particle interactions.

Experimental studies of Z decays can further probe the standard model of elec.-

troweak interactions between three generations of fermions [Glashow 61, Weinberg 67,

Salam. 68, Glashow 70, Weinberg 71, Weinberg 72, Kobayashi 73].

In this thesis we study Z decays to a pair of the heaviest kinematically available

quarks, the bottom quarks.--the first direct study of the Z coupling to a specific

quark flavor. The study of these Z decays is possible through the clean formation

of Z bosons in e+e - annihilation. We use isolated leptons produced in semileptonic

bottom-hadron decays to distinguish Z decays to bottom quarks from Z decays to

. other flavors. The leptons are reconstructed in the Mark II detector at the Stanford

Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC).

In this chapter we use tile standard model.to describe the production of bottom

quarks through e+e- annihilation. 'This description serves as a, theoretical background

i uu L,**_u_,llj_,_t, ut t,tlt-: _,_p_lHIlt_llbtL/ lllebllOtl W(IICII. conclucles _he chapi;er.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Theoretical Background

The standard model describes the interactions of fermions via gauge bosons, incor-

porating a wealth of experimental data into our current understanding of particle

physics. The model encompasses the electroweak and strong interactions for three

generations of leptons and quarks. The first generation of leptons contains the elec-

tron (e-) and the electron neutrino (u_) and their _ntiparticies (e + and _). The .

electron and its heavier second and third generation cousins, the muon (#'_) and the

tau lepton (re), carry electric charge and thus interact with photons (7), the carriers

of the electric force. These leptons, as well a,s the neutrino in each generation, feel

the weak force mediated by the massive intermediate vector bosons (W e and Z°).

Quarks differ from leptons in that they interact through the strong force in addition

to the electric and weak forces. This is because quarks carry the attribute called

color, which is exchanged by gluons (g), the carriers of the strong force. Each quark

2 and thegeneration contains a.pair of quarks with one carrying the electric charge +5

1 units of the positron charge. Thus we have the up (u) and downother carrying -5

(d) quarks in the first generation, followed by the charm (c) and strange (s) quarks in

the second generation and the top (t) and bottom (b) quarks in the third generation.

The particles and their properties are listed in Table 1.1. The top quark has not yet,

been observed' it is too heavy to be produced in Z decays [Abrams 89e] and a search

for it in pp collisions excluded masses between 40 and 77 GeV/c 2 at 95% confidence

level [Abe 90].

1.1.1 Electroweak Couplings

The electroweak model symmetry group is SU(2) x U(1), spontaneously broken

[Weinberg 67, Salam 68] to provide mass for the three vector particles, W +, W-

and Z ° [Glashow 61], while leaving the _/ massless. The interactions between these

force carriers and the fermions are identical for each generation, so that we can focus

on the first generation without losing generality. The fermions in the first generation

contain both left-handed (L) and right-handed (R) fields,

l]eL e L eR tt L dL UR dR. (1.1)

i, Ii



1.1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 3

Gauge bosons

Type Charge Mass (GeV/c 2) Type Charge Mass ((4eV/c 2)

_' 0 < 3 × 10 -36 Z 0 91

i W =kl 80 g 0 _ 0
Fermions

-w

Flavor Charge Mass (GeV/c 2) Flavor Charge Mass (GeV/c 2)
• ¢

v_ 0 < 17 × 10 -9 u +2/3 ,_ 5.6 × 10-3

e -1 0.51 × 10-a d -1/3 _9.9 x 10 -3

v, 0 < 0.27 x 10 -3 c +2/3 _ 1.4

# -1 0.11 s -1/3 _ 0.20

Vr 0 < 35 × 10 -3 t +2/3 > 77

r --1 1,8 b -1/3 ,-_ 4.7

Table 1.1" The electrica.l charges and rnasses of the particle, s in the standard model

[Herngndez 90]. Each fermion has a corresponding anti-fermion with opposite charge.

For every fermion, there is an anti-fermion with opposite electric charge and hand-

edness. It.ight-handed neutrinos are omitted since there is no experimental evidence

for their existence. The left-handed fields are ,5'U(2) doublets while the right-handed

fields are SU(2) singlets [Weinberg 67, Gla.show 70]. For simplicity we have ignored

the fact that for each type of quark, there are actually three quarks: one for each

color, the cha.rge of the strong interaction. Because the quarks have mass, the mass

eigenstates acted upon by the strong interaction are different from the weak eigen-

states. The matrix describing the rotation of left-handed quarks from mass star.es

1 quarks. For three generationsinto weak states is chosen to operate on the charge -5

of quarks, the nine complex numbers in the 3 x 3 unitary matrix V are related such

that only four parameters are required to describe the rotation--three angles mad

: one phase in tlae Kobayashi and Maskawa (KM) convention [Kobayastfi 73]. The first

: generation weak state is d)_ = Vuddi£, + g_,,_SL + VubbL. ['ht, s, within the ,5'U(2) x U(1)

model, the fermions of the first generation are neatly organized as

=



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The electroweak model specifies how each of the four types of force-carrying boson

couples to these fermions [Weinberg 71]. we picture the coupling in terms of the

simple Feynman diagram in Figure 1.1, depicting a vertex with a boson, a fermion and

Fermion
' Boson

Anti-fermion

XBL908'S730

Figure 1.1' A simple Feynman diagram showing the coupling between a boson, ,_
fermion and a.n anti'fermion.

an anti-fermion. The photon couples to bot'h left-handed and right-handed fermions,

with a vector coupling of strength proportional to the charge of the fermions, eQ,

where Q is given in units of the positron charge. For example, photons undergoing

pair-conversion in a material couple to electrons via the vertex -),e+ e-. The charged

W bosons couple to the weak charge of the left-handed doublets, with a coupling of

strength g/v2. The value of the weak charge, g = 0.65, is calculated from the Fermi

coupling constant, GF = ",/_.292/SM_ = 1.2x 10.5 GeV -2. As an example, the W was

first observed through its coupling to the electron, W-e + u_. Like the photon, the

Z couples to both. right-handed and left-handed charged fermion-anti-fermion pairs.

The coupling is-eQ tan Ow, where the electric charge is related to the weak charge

by c = gsin 0w and 0w is the weak mixing angle defined by cos 0w = Mw/Mz. In

addition to the electromagnetic force, the Z carries the neutral component of the

weak force. Like the W, the Z couples to left-handed fermions, with a strength of

gTa/cosOw, where Ta is the third component of weak isospin for fermions in the
1

weak doublets, l_br the upper members of the doublets, Ta = +7, while for tlm

lower members Ta = 1_ The coupling thus leads to Z bosons coupling to a pair of' 2'

neutrinos, Z ° lz_, inaccessible for virtual photons.

' '1_1 ' ' ' lp, n i,ilyr , ii,,



1.1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 5

I

fi Cew x c. X nc x Fo = I'i FL+R, ,,

UL 0.25 X 1 X 1 X 0,6629 = 0.1.66 0.166

eL 0.0729 x 1 x 1 x 0,6629 = 0.048

en 0.0529 x 1 x 1 x 0.6629 = 0.035 0.083

" uL 0.1202 X 1.039 X 3 X 0.6629 = 0.248

i un 0.0235 X 1.039 X 3 X 0.6629 = 0.049 0.297
I

J dL 0.1792 x 1.039 x 3 x 06629 = 0.370

! dn 0.0059 x 1,039 x 3 x 0.6629 = 0.012 0.383
I
!

Table 1.2' The standard-model partial widths in GeV for Z decay to pairs of
fernlions in the first generation, The partial width Pi = C_:wcsncP0,where C_w=
(Ta - Q sin 2 0w)2 is the electroweak coupling using sin 2 flw -- 0.230 [Cahn 90], c, =
1 + c_,/Tr is the first-order strong-interaction correction for quarks using n', = 0.124
[Akrawy 90, Komamiya 90], n_ is the number of quark colors and F0 = G'FM}/av/-_-Tr
is calculated using GF = 1.166 x 10-s GeV -2 and Mz = 91.17 GeV/c 2 [Ferhandez 90].
The predicted total width is 2.49 GeV, with 1.74 GeV coming from the five accessible
quarks u, d, s, c and b.

Using these couplings, we cMcula.te the Z-boson partial widths and branching

fractions predicted by the standard model. The partial width for Z decay into a

left-handed fermion--ant, i-fermion pair is

Mz / r 2
" ar

cQtan0w) = (7;-Qsin 20W) u (1..3)r(z --, ft fR) = 24 , o,, , "

Tlm width into a right-handed pair is obtained with T3= 0. Table 1.2 lists the pre-

dicted standard-model widths for Z decay into the first-genera,tio1_ fermions (Equa-

tion 1.2). When these partial widths are divided by the"fetal widtoh for Z decay to

all three generations of fermions in Table 1.1, Fz = 2.5 GeV, we get the predicted

, Z-boson branching fractions of 6.7% for ui), 3.4% for e+e-, 11.9% for u'_ and 15.4%

for dd.

1.1.2 bb Production in e+e- Annihilation

With the theory of the electroweak model described above, we investigate the final

states resulting from e+e- annihilation. An electron and a positron annihilate into a.

-_l-i]r
_IF, ,.... ii , ii,, ,, ,lr , i,ii rl...... Ni,, ,.... ,, i , lr iir,ll, ll_II', ril_,,, plI
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

combination of the two accessible states, a virtual photon and Z, as shown schemat-

ically in Figure 1.2. At energies below the 91-GeV/c 2 Z mass [Abrams 89a], the

XBL908.5731

Figure 1.2: Leading Feynman diagram for e+e- annihilation to a fermion-anti-fermion
pair.

influence of the Z l'_oson on the rate of production of final-state particles diminishes

with decreasing e+e - center-of-mass energy.

Thus, at the center-of-mass energy of the SLAC storage ring PEP, Ec,,, = 29 GeV,

the rate of fermion pair production isalmost entirely characterized by single photon

exchange, As a common yardstick for comparisons, we express the rates of particle

production through e+e - annihilation in terms of the point cross-section for muon

pa.it production,
47rO/2

Crpt- 3s ' (1.4)

where c_ is the fine structure constant e2/47r = 1/137 and s = E_m2 is the squa.re of

t,he center-of-mass energy. Each factor of c_ result.s from one of the two vertices of the

interaction. Since the rat.e is proportiona.1 to :he square of the electric charge of tlm

final state fermions, it is now simple _o calculate the rate of quark production,

R a(e +e- --,had) 2- ,_ 3 E Qq, (1.5) ,
O'pt , q

where the factor 3 arises from the sum over the colors of the finM-sta.te quark-anti-

quark pairs, and where we have ignored corrections for strong and weak inter_tctions.

Experimentally we do not detect free quarks, since quarks are confined by the strong

interaction into color-singlet sta,tes, hadrons. For the five quarks that are currently

accessible in e+e - annihilation experiments, u, d, s, c and b, the predicted rate

!



1.2, EXPERIMENTAL METttOD 7

R _ 11/3. The expected fraction of hadronic final states which come from bb quarks

is approximately 12 1

fb = 22 + 12.+ 1_ + 22 + 12 = l--i"= 0.091. (1.6)

At energies near the peak of the Z resonance, the rates of particle production

" from e+e - annihilation are described by the radiatively corrected Breit-Wigner Z °

line shape.* Near the peak of the Z, the quarks produced in e+e - annihilation come

predomina, ntly from Z ° exchange. This is illustrated by the large value of R at the

Z l_ass,

9 B
R = °e2 (Z --_ e+e-).tT(Z --+ had) x 5 = 4000 x 0.74 2900, (1..7)

where the branching fractions used are the standard-model values from page 5 in

Section 1.1.1, and where the factor 5 is the substantial correction due to initial-

state radiation from Section C.1. We calculate the fraction of hadronic Z decays

which contain bottom hadrons from the neutral-current coupling constants of the

electroweak model. The rates of production of quarks are proportional to the sums of

the squares of the releva,nt vector and axial coupling constants. At tree level, single

photon exchange has a vector coupling proportionM to Q while Z ° exchange has an

axial coupling a = 25/; and a vector coupling v = 2Ta 4Q sin20w, With sin 20w =

1 - M_,/M} = 0.23 [Abe 89a, Abe 89b], these couplings result in a2 + 'v2 = 1.48 for

charge -'51 quarks and a2+ v 2 = 1.15 for charge +} quarks. The expected bli ft'action

is approximately

: 1,48 1.48

rb = 1.15 q- 1.48 -F 1.48 + 1.15 + 1.48 6.74 0.22. (1,8)

Thus, the standard model predicts that the bottom-quark fraction in ha.dronic events

produced through e+e - a,nnihilation is considerably larger near the Z 1)eak than a,t

lower energies.

, 1.2 Experimental Method

The Mark II detector at the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) is the first experiment to

study Z boson production from e+e - annihilation [Abrams 89a], and to study the

*Figure C.1 is a plot, of the Z ° line shape, ct(Ecru) (Equation C.5).

I



8 CHAPTER 1, 1NTRODUCTIO]'¢

had, onic decays of the Z [Abrams 89c]. The study of leptons in hadronic Z deca,ys

recorded with the Mark II detector at the SLC is an'opportunity to understand the

sources of leptons at this highenergy and to measure the coupling of Z bosons to

b quarks. In the absence of sources of leptons from.new physics, such as new heavy

fraction of.bb events in hadronic Z decays: quarks, weuse the leptons to mea,sure the ' '

r(z b )/r(Z-,
The signa!s from bottom quarks recorded in the detector come from the decay

products of bottom hadrons; hence the experimenta,1 task is to use tt_ese decay prod-

ucts to find a, signal, to relate it to the original Z decay' process and to estimate

backgrounds to the signa,l_

ttadronic events produced in e+e- annihilation consist of jets of hadrons, with

a small fraction of leptons that are products of weak decays of hadrons. A signM

for heavy quarks, first used by the Mark II experiment at the PEP storage ring

[NelsonS3a,],is the presence of leptons having high transverse momenta with respect

to the directions of the hadronic jets, which approximate the directions of the parent b

quarks. The relatively large mass of the b quark results in higller transverse momenta

of leptons in b jets than in udsc jets.

To relate the lepton transverse momentum spectra to the parent b quarks, we

need to understand both the strong interactions responsible for turning b quarks

into B hadrons and the weak interactions responsible for the semileptonic decay of

B hadrons. 'rbe strong interactions are described by models which simulate the

production of quarks and gluons and their subsequent fragmentation into hadrons.

The parameters of these models are tuned to data from e+e - experiments a,t the

PEP storage ring and a,t the PETRA storage ring located at the German laboratory

Dt5'SY. 'l?he semileptonic weak decays of B hadrons are simula,ted USiIlg data from

e+e- experiments a,t the CESR. storage ring located a,t Cornell University a,nd at the

DOt{IS storage ring located at DESY.

Electrons a,nd muons are identified in tt-,e Marl( II detector with algorithms de-

signed using samples of known leptons. Using a simulation of the response of the de-

tector to different types of particles, which incorporates data taken with the Mark 1I

at the PEP storage ring, we estimate the efficiencies for identifying real leptons, and

:ii
., ' ,, _, " r_q_lar "Iii rl; ' ' ' I'rl,_ ..... ,'ni p,lr ,,,, , _r Ti,l, q,,ll ii, ,llllpl,ll| '111 ,., _ " "' "111IIII
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the efficiencies for misidentifying hadrons as leptons.

We extract rb from a sample of bbevents tagged with isolated leptons, defined to be

leptons having high transverse momenta with respect to the nearest jet formed by the

other particles in the event. For this measurement we count the number of hadronic

events observed and the number of these events tagged by an isolated lepton. We

deternline rb from these numbers and the respective ef[iciencies for observing udsc and

b{)events in the hadronic event sample as well as the tagged subsarnple. Since we tag

bottorn hadrons with leptons, we measure the product of the B-hadron semileptonic

branching ratio and the bb fraction in hadronic Z decays, B(B _ X1,).rb. l.lsing

,! the wlue for rb, we estimate the Z-boson partial width ]?(Z _ bD), vector coupling

constant vt, and branching fraction into bottom hadrons B(Z _ hb).

In the following chapter, we describe the apparatus used, the Mark II detector at

the SLC. Chapter 3 describes the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of the data, including

models for fragmenta.tion and B deca.ys and the simulation of signals in the detector.

The efficiencies for selecting hadronic events are computed in Chapter 4. We then

turn to leptons produced in hadronic events in Chapter 5. After a description of our

tr,_ck isolation criterion, we show the methods for identifying electrons and muons and

for estimating the backgrounds. In Chapter 6, we calculate the efficiencies for tagging

bor.tom-quark events with isolated leI)tons. We then determine rb, B(B --_ Xlu).rb,

F(Z --_ b/_),'t,b, B(Z _ b/_)and the errors on these quantities. Finally, in Cha.pter 7,

we summa, rlze other mea,surements of the Z-_ b/_coupling consta.nts, including the

recent measurements by experiments at the LEP storage ring located at the European
_ " .I_a.bora,tory for Particle Physics ((,til.N), and indicate future directions for further

study of bottom quarks produced in Z decay. As an example_ we slmw (l_ta, recorded

with the Ma.rk II vertex detectors, which tag bottom ha.drons by virtue of tl_eir long

, lifetimes.



Chapter 2

The Mark II Detector at the SLC

2.1 SLAC Linear Collider

The e+e- collisions recorded with the Mark II detector were produced with the SLAC

Linear Collider (SLC). As a single-pass electron positron collider, the SLC is the first

accelerator of its kind. The pa,ths of the electron and positron bunches are illustra, ted

in Figure 2.1. After a.ccelerating along the 2-mile-long linear accelerator, the electron

bunch and tile positron bunch, each containing about 10l° particles, travel separately

into either of tile two ].:km arches, The bunches a.re focussed to rms radii of about

3/tru a.t the interaction point, where they collide inside the Mark II and then travel

to beam dumps. Positrons a,re produced by a third bunch, the electron scavenger

bunch, which collides with a target a.fter being accelerated down most of the linear

accelerator. T.he collision rate was 60 Hz during most of the 1989 run. The rate

was increa.sed to 120 Hz in ,]_mua.ry 1990 by accelerating the scavenger bunch in the

same cycle _ts the electron and positron bunches. The luminosity during the last

., months of cia,ta-taking during 1989 was typically 1 x 102s cm-_s -1, corresponding to

the production of about one Z ° per hour at the pea,k.

2.2 Mark II Detector

The Mark II detector is a, general purpose magnetic detector for the study of e+e -

collisions, modelled Mter the,_Mark I SLAC-LBL Magvetic Detector at the SPEAR

11

ii ....

rill " 'r_,l _,,,, _,,,J,,,,1 F
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Mark II Detector and
Interaction Point

Positron _x 1 Electron

/

Beam DumlS"_ _ _ Beam Dump

Electron Beam [ _ Positron Beam
Transport _ ' ]'-" Transport

(North ARC) k_ / (South ARC)

0.2 GeV Accelerator _ '1_ (LINAC)

Positron Production_, _)

Target /"e_ d

33 Gev Electron JL.I 1
Beam Transport

_-- 0.2 GeV Positron

Beam Transport

Electron -- _ _ Positron DampingDamping Ring I Ring
h
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13-----Electron Source

Figure 2.1: Schemntic layout of the SLAC Linear Collider.
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storage ring. During the years 1978 and 1979, the Mark II was used at SPEAR, for

e+c - collisions produced with center-of-mass energies between 3 and 7 GeV. Tile

Mark II was then moved to the PEP storage ring, where ii; recorded 205 pb -_ of data

at the energy of 29 GeV between the years 1981 and 1984. In preparation for SLC

,. data-taking, the Mark II was upgraded and subsequently run at PEP during the Fall

and Winter of 1985--86, accumulating an additional 30 pb -1 of data. We shall refer

to this PEP data set in our analysis of Z decays recorded at the SLC since it provides

important information oil the performance of the upgraded detector [Abrams 89b].a

During the Summer of 1986, the detector was moved to the SLC collision hall, where

it was used to help monitor the ccmmissioning of the SLC which was started (luring

the Summer of 1987. For tile measurement of the bb fraction, we use data, recorded

fl'om April 1989, when the first hadronic Z decay was obtained, until November 1989,

at which time.20.0 nb -1 had been accumulated in the energy range 89 to 93 GeV. We

also show results from the 1.4 nb -1 of data recorded with the newly installed vertex

detectors during January 1990.

The components of the Mark II detector surround the beam pipe in a cylindrical

geometry as illustrated in l?igure 2.2. The figure defines the Mark II coordinate

system with the positive z direci;ion along the electron beam and the y-axis pointing

upwards. Moving at large angle to the beam line, in order of increa,_ing raditd dista.nce

from the beam pipe, the Mark li consists of the central drift chamber, the time-

of-flight system, the solenoid magnet, tlm liquid argon barrel calorimeter a.nd the

muon system, whose steel serves both a.s hadron absorber and magnetic flux return.

We describe these components as well as the endcap calorimeter, the lullainosity

monitors, the extraction line energy spectrometer a,nd the trigger and data acquisition

systems. All of these components were newly constructed for the upgrade of the

Mark II, except for the liquid argon calorimeter, the muon system and parts of the

trigger and data acquisition systems. The detector has been described irl more detail
=

elsewhere [Abrams 89b] and we emphasize here the detector elements used for lepton

identification, namely the central drift chamber, the liquid argon calorimeter arid the

muon system. The final section of this chapter describes the vertex detectors tha,t

were added inside the central drift (ha.tuber after the 1989 run.
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MARK II AT SLC "

Muon Chambers

,. _ Hadron Absorberc,,"/
Muon Chambers

_/, Solenoid Coil
Lead/Proportional

Tube ElectromagneticCalorimeter

Mini-Small-Angle
Monitor

Small-Angle
Monitor
Silicon Strip
Vertex Detector

Drift Chamber
Vertex Detector

Central Drift
Chamber

Time-of-Flight
counter

Lead/Liquid Argon
Electromagnetic Y

Calorimeter

x Z

12-88 e., 6147 A1 ,

Figure 2.2' Cut-_w_y view of the Mark II detector showing major components,
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2.3 Central Drift Chamber

The central drift chanlber (DC) provides pattern recognition, momentuna measure-

ment and multiple ionization energy loss measurements for charged particles in the

angular region [cosO[ < 0.92, where 0 is the polar angle measured with respect to

the beam axis. The chamber consists of 12 cylindrical layers extending from 19 cna

to 152 cm in radius, each containing between 26 and 136 sense-wire cells with the

shortened jet-chamber geometry shown in Figure 2.3. The six sense wires in each

l'i "

• __ • .." :• x e

• x •

• • • •
I n • M •
• • •

•• : G •

O ° •-- 0 J •

"t: Charged Panicle , 33 cm 1
"r,,,jo_or_/ 380_,m_% /

G

"" il
O • •

B • G : °O

o. • • o Sense Wire
• e N •

" ° " " : o Guard Wire• • 7.5cm '_
@ •

,11T L
"7-- • 8.33 mm • , : • Field Wire

• X O

I • • •

0

Dd_ing IoNzation Charge

Figure 2.3: Central drift Chamber cell design.

cell are staggered :+-380 ym from the cell axis to resolve left-right ambiguities. The

eiectric field between the sense and field wires is optimized by appropriate potentials

on. the guard and potential wires. To provide measurements of the z coordinates of

tracks, the orient, ations of sense wires in successive layers alternate between running

parallel along the z-axi_ (axial layers) and at :k_3,8° to it (stereo layers). The active

length of the chamber is 2.30 m.

The signals from the sense wires are amplified and then digitized in. two different,

systems of FASTBUS crates. Timing signals are sent to TDCs, which have a least

count of '2 ns, while pulse shapes are recorded with Flash-ADCs, which have a least

Iplll' n,,,, ,_,_pll n,_ '_,, 'Trl I -' pn nllPp,,_
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count of 10 ns. The recorded FADC pulse shapes improve the pattern recognition and

double hit separation given by the TDCs, and provide ionization loss measurements

used for charged particle identification.

The chamber is operated with ItRS gas (89% At, 10% C02 and 1% CH4) slightly

above 1 atm in a magnetic field of 4.7,5 kG. The momentum resolution is ap/p =

0.0046p, where p is the momentum in OeV/c. The resolution was determined using

events from the Bhat.>ha scattering process e+e - --, e+e -, recorded at PEP where

the beam energy was 14.5 GeV. For tracks constrained to originate from the e+e -

interaction point, the resolution improves to o'p/p = 0.003lp. Multiple scattering

in the drift chamber contribut.es an additional 1.4% to the momentum resolution.

The single-wire position resolution averaged over the cell width is 170 tlm. The

dE/dx resolution obtained from using a truncated mea,n of 75% of, a.t most, 72 charge

measurements is 7.2%.

The position and momentum measurements of charged tracks in the central drift

chamber are used to help identify electr°ns in the liquid argon calorimeter and muons

in the muon system.

2.4 Time-of-Flight System

The time-of-flight system records timing information useflfl for reconstructing cosmic

rays that monitor the detector performance and for identifying charged particles. It

consists of 48 scintillator counters arranged in a cylinder of inner radius 152 cm,

between the central drift, chamber and the magnet coil, covering a solid angle of 70c_

of 47r. The timing inforination from the counters has an average resolution of 221 ps

for PEP Bhabha events.

2.5 Mark II Solenoid

The Mark II solenoid is a conventional cylindrical coil located between the time-of-

flight counters and the liquid argon calorimeter modules. The con.ductor is aluminum,

1.3 radiation lengths thick, extending from 156 cm t.o 171 cm radially and 405 cm along

i

IIll' IT' " ' "" _' '_" '"lpIlIllr'
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z. Inside the tracking volume, the magnetic field strength of 4.75 kG is uniform to

within 3% and is known with an error of less than 0.1% using calibration information

from two Hall probes.

J

i
!
1

2.6 Liquid Argon Barrel Calorimeter

The liquid argon (LA) barrel calorimeter, which contains 14 radiation lengths over

64% of 47r, samples electromagnetic energy deposits and is used for electron identifica-

tion. It is composed of eight cryostat modules, each measuring about 1.5 x 3.8 x 0.21

m 3. They are arranged in an octagon outside the magnet coil and cover Icos 01< 0.68,

with gaps between the modules of 3° in the azimuthal angle, ¢. The modules consist

of alternating layers of 2-mm lead sheets and lead strips with 3-mm gaps filled with

liquid argon.

The orientations of the strips can be along the beam axis (F), perpendicular to

it (T), or at 45° to it (U), as listed in Table 2.1. Groups of layers with the same

strip orientation are ganged together to form the six readout channels (F1, T1, U,

F2, T2 and F3) shown in Figure 2.4+ In addition, there is a pair of liquid argon

gaps formed by 1.6-mm aluminum sheets and readout strips. These strips measure

energy loss in the 2 radiation lengths of material preceding the lead stack, including

the magnet coil. The signals from the readout strips are amplified and followed by

sample-and-hold modules which store the peak charge. The charge is processed in

" CAMAC crates housing BADCs. A BADC is a 12-bit ADC incorporated in a 16-bit

microprocessor which performs pedestal subtractions, gain corrections and threshold

cuts.

The energy resolution is about OE/E = 0.14/v/E(GeV). From Bhabha events at

PEP, the measured resolution is ae/E = 4.6%, slightly degraded due to saturation in

the readout electronics for the massless trigger gap. The measured position resolutions

--1 are ac = 3 mrad and az = 8 mm.

'IN l l'+_l'l+r IrlPr_r' l l _' l I l ' Pl I I _r,l, Ill Ill' ,l, lllmillIll iVlIlrlr ,,,,, lp,l, ,IpI_ + 1+t,'rq,, _l+tlil,,
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Strip Meztsured Number Strip Width

Layer Coordinate of Str'ips (cm)

Trigger ¢ 36 3.5

1 ¢ 38 3.5
2 0 100 3.5

3 u 70 5.4

4 ¢ 38 3.5
5 0 100 3.5

6 u 70 5.,1

7 ¢ 40 3.5

8 0 100 3.5

9 zt 70 5._1

10 ¢ 40 3.5
11 0 100 3.5

12 0 100 3.5

13 0 100 3.5

14 ¢ 40 3.5

15 ¢ 40 3.5

16 ¢ 40 3,5
¢ 40 3.5

18 ¢ 40 3.5

Table 2.1' Orientzttion, width a,nd numl)er of strips per layer in eztcll LA module.

2.7 Endcap Calorimeter

The endcaap (EC) ca,lorimeters complement the LA ca,lorimeter by detecting electro-

magnetic energy in the aagula.r range 0.70 < Icos 0 < 0.,95as illustrztted in Figure 2.5.

The first layers of the two lead/prol)ortionztl tube calorimeters are located 4-1.37 m in

z from the intera.ction point. Ea,ch ECI cztlorimeter contains 36 la.yers of 0.28-cm-thick

lead sheets ztlternating with planes of 191 proportionztl tubes, for a total thickness of

18 radiation lengths. The tubes in ea,ch pla,ne form a,n a,nnulus with radii 40 cm a.nd

146 cm. A tube is made of a,luminum with a cross section of 0.9 x 1,5 cm 2 and has

ii zt 50-#m diameter wire strung through its center. The first 20 tube planes a.lternate
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F'igure 2,4: Ganging sc'l_cm(,, for el¢'c(,ronic channels in (:,l_e[,A ca,loril_et,er. Pa,rt,icles

enter from t,he bor, tom, t,hrotlg!l tl e _na,ssless gap,

between be,i,_g oriented vertically (X), l_orizonta, lly (Y), ca,ht,cd-4,5 ° (U) and canted

+45 ° (V) willie the lasl, 16 pla,nes alt, er_a,te X and Y la,yers. (_l'Otll)S of tulms are

ganged t,ogct, l_er to form rea,clout cha_nels making 10 mea,sureme_ts a,long the deptl_

of the calorimeter, in tl_e l)rojcctio_a from t,h(; int;el'a,ction point,.

.t n_ ca.lorimeters are opera.ted wit,h ]-tt'(S gas slighlAy above a.t,mospl)eric pressure.

The quality of the ga,s is mo_it, ore¢l (,l_rough a,nMysis of the pulse height sl_eci, rmn

fron_ SS.l"e sources on four sr)_all tt_l.)es loca, ted a.t the inlet, and outlet, of the t,wo EC

cMorimel, ers. The energy x'esolut, ior_ is measured with Pli;P Bhal_ha events I,o be

cr,s:/JL'= 0.2'2/_./.C((_:leVi. Si,,<:',,the P]?;P opera.t,ion, the n,,,nl)er of dead ct,a.,,nels has

been reduced a_d the l.iglll.rlc,_s of the gas system l_a.s 1)ee._ increased. 'l't_e meandered

position rcsolul, io_ is 0.3 cn-_ in I_o1,11(,1_(,,r and l,l_c Y)dirccl, iol_s.
, ,

2.8 Muon System

_'1l( muon sys|,eTrl iS used t,o idc_l, ify ,_,_lons over 4,5% ot' ,irr. S_,,'ro,,_lding tile I,A

ca,lo".]lmcl,ez,_" aye four wa.iis of iladron ai._sorl)el' and proport, io_la.I l,_lbes. 1,acl_ewall
_

IIIfl" I_['I"h '' " . ..... Iii IIPlII" ¢11,rn ' rqll II 'l:'?[II, I _UlllrU' ,Ir_ IIII, 'FII r '_llr_
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Figure 2.5: Total calorimeter thickness (solid line) and number of sanlpling layers
(dashed line) versus cos 0.

contains %ur layers of tubes preceded by iron plates. The outer layer of tubes is

- separated from the center of the Mark II by 7 nuclear inr;era.orion lengths. The

location and thickness of the absorber material are given in Table 2.2.

Extruded a,luminum modules with eight triangular proportiona,1 tubes, illustrated

in Figure 2.6, run the full length of the hadron absorber. The tubes of the innermost

" _' 20 cm "J
F -I

a 4,8 cm
i

10.85

Figure 2.6: muon proportiona,1 tube module.

layer are oriented perpen c i beam axis to measure the polar coordinate,

,--,,r l_y_,,,_ r4,'o r_r_r',f_rt l',_r_llol f n rho l_o_m :-_",:i_ 't.n

iii '1",1' r'FIl_ '' til ,,i,ilrl ,,m_tl ,,,ru ,,,1 , ,11 _t
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East Top West Bottorn

Layer d_(m) ..........A el(m)]' ,\ d(m)]' ,_- , d(m)___A-Before 1 1,1.7 1,1.7 1.17 ! 1.1.7

1 3.2 1.38 2,5 ] !,38 3.2 1,38 ! 2.5 1.38
2 3,6 1,40 2.8 1,40 3,6 I.d.() 2,8 1,40

3 4,0 1.85 3,2 1,81 4,0 1.85 3,2 1,85_

- 4 4,5 ' 1.,,1.9 3,6 1,4.0 4,5 1,49 3,6 1,85

_%ta,l 7:28' 7.16 7.28 , ...... 7,65

Tal)le 2.2: Muon absorber geomet.ry: d is the perperldicular distance ot' tlm absorber
ft'ore the interaction point a,nd Ais the thickness of the a,bsorber in intera,ction lengths.

mea,sure the azimutha.1 coordina,te, ¢. Tile 45-ttm wires at the center of each tube a,re

separa,ted by 2.5 cre, a. dista.nce compa, ra,ble to zt typical mtlltiple-sca,ttering deviation

for a pa,rticle pa,ssing through e_.tch layer of absorber. The signals from ca,cb of the
l

3264 wires of the muon system a,re discriminated a,nd read out digita,lly.

2.9 Luminosity Monitors

Two luminosity monitors detect e+c - (Bha,bha,) sca,ttering events a.t sma,ll a,nd well-.

defined angles on both sides of the interzmtion point, The small-angle monitor (SAM)

covers the angular rzmge 50 < 0 < 160 mra.d on both sides and the mini-sma,ll-angle

monitor (Mini-SAM) covers 15.2 < 0 < 25.0 inrad a.nd 16.2 < 7r-0 < 2d.5 mrad.

2.9.1 Small-Angle Monitor

There are four SAM modules, two on each side 0f the interaction point. Each module

consists ot' nine layers of drift tubes for tra,cking and a six-layer lead-proportional-

. tube sandwicll for measuring the electron and posi't,ron energies and positions. The

layout and loca,tion of a SAM module is shown in Figure 2.7. The total thickness of
/

each SAM is 1.4 ra,dia,tion lengths. Both the drift a.nd proportional wire planes a.re

9.0 mm wide containing a 38-#m-dianaeterconstrucl,ed from squa,rea, lumintml tubes ( _"

wire in the center, _ hc wire pla,nes alterna, I;ebetween being oriented horizontally (Y)
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Figure,2.7: Side view of one o[' tlle four SAM modules showing its location inside the
Mark II detector.

ca,nf,ed +30 ° (U) and canted-30 ° (V),

The energy resolution measured with e_beam of positrons in l;he ra,nge 5--15 GeV

is CyE/E 0,45/ E(GeV), Using the calorimeter section of the ,_AM, the estima, t;edY

systematic error on the luminosity measurement due to detector resolution and re-

construction effects is 2%,

2 9.2 Mini-Small-Angle Monitor

The Mini-SAM consists of two tungsten-scintillator sandwiches divided into four az-

imuthal quadrants. Each qua,drant consists of six layers of scintillator preceded by

tungsten slabs, for a, total thickness of 15 radiation lengths and an expected energy

resolution of crE/E = 0.35/_/E_iGeV). Bhabha events a,re identified a,s l_a,ck-to-l_a,ck

coincidences of large energy deposits in two adjacent, a,zimuthM qua,drants, a,s illus-

t:rated in Figure 2.8, The angular acceptance is defined by conicM i;ungsten masks

with thicknesses of 15 radiation lengths, Because misalignments irl tile masks limit

the usefulness of the Mini-SAM for measuring the absolute luminosity, ii, is callbra, ted

relative to SAM events recorded in a precise angular region,
-1

_1_ lm _
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Signal used: ' S

12S • 23N or23S.12N __or 34S _. 14N or 14S • 34N "'"'""

I ' ' ,

I "
!

i

])'igure 2,8: =,eometry of the Mini-SAM, As ali example in the Signal Used' definition,
4 "_2S 1nea,ns that the signal surn of quadra, nts 1 and 2 exceed a, Bhabha, thresllold in

the sottth nlonilior,

2.10 Extraction Line Spectrometer

The extra, orion line spectrometers mea,sure the energies of the electron _.md positron

beams in the extraction lines to the beam dumps, 150 m downstream of the inter-

action region. These spectrometers record the magnetic deflection of each beam by

detecting na,rrcw swaths of synchrotron light emitted before and after the beams pass ,+

through precision spectrometer magnets. The layout of the extraction line is shown in

Figure 2,9, The sepa,ration and thickness of the two synchrotron swaths are measured

Spectrometer
Ouodrupole Magnet

Doublet Vertical
e"

_ Hor'zontol Bends for -_..__"'_-_.

"-.,,_ynchrolron Radiation
"q Dump

Synchrotron,

4.87 5771A1

. Figure 2.0 Concel,tual design of the extra, ction line spectrometer system.

by a, plmspllorescent screen monitor consisting of two identical target a,nd camera sys-

tems. The ta,rget consists of an array of fiducial wires on a, phosphorescent screen

which emits light when hit by the synchrotron beam. The image of the ta.rget from
II
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,,

the camera system is digitized and used to determine the location of the synchrotron

swath, The targets are mounted _t a fixed dista,nce from each_other on a, support

s_ructure, shown in Figure 2A0, cornposed of an'iron-.nlckel alloy with low thermal

IrisControl

<
Camera____ PhosphOrwlreSCreenArrayandIllumination Spectrometei "

Beam Deflecti0n

/
BeamPipe

' SyncrotronBand

J

3-88
S073A1

l?igure 2,10: Schem_tic view of the phospho,'escent screen monitor.

exl)arlsion coefi3cient.

Knowledge of the separations of the synchrotron swa.ths and of the magnetic field

sl;rength of the precision magnets determine the mean center-of-mass energy t'or every

pulse to a.n a,ccuracy 3,5 MeV. Analysis of the thickness of the synchrotron sl;ripes

yields the center-of-ma, ss energy spread, typically 250 MeV.

2.11 Triggerand Data Acquisition Systems

The trigger system selects events for readout by t,he da,ta acquisition system. Both

primary and seconda,ry triggers are satisfied for the events that are logged to ta,pe for

off=line analysis.
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There are two prim_,u'y trigger signa,!s used during da,t_>ta,ldng with SLC beams,

' SLC beam crossing signa, l, occurringThe first is tile d,_ta prnnary trigger, which is tlm ' '

every 1.7 ms during operation _t 60 Hz, The second is the cosmic primary trigger,

which is activated by time-ot'-fligh_ counter signals, checked every 2,4 p,s, The cosmic

rt, y events thus recorded are used to evaluate t/he perform_mc,' of the detector. Dt:lring

dedict_ted cosmic ra,y runs, only the cosmic primary t.rigger is on,

The secondary trigger .is activa, t,ed by signals from the tra,cking or ca,lorlmeter

i systems or by signa, ls genera,ted at ra,ndom for a,ccelerat;or background studies and ii,
!

is inhibited by signals from the SLC,, indicating the fa,ilure of a klysi;ron in the linear

accelerator, The trigger decision is naa,de within 8 ms of a primary trigger by the

: master interrupt controller (MIC) module, thus Mlowing for beam da,ta-tMdng at 120
!

Hz w"_hout dead-time, Three independent triggers from the tracking a,nd cMorimeter

systems offer a degree of redund,_ncy to measure the relative triggering etticiencies

of the different systems, the charged pa,rticle trigger, the softwa,re trigger mid the

Bllabha trigger.

The cha,rged pa,rtlcle trigger uses a fast tra, ck-fillding proc, essor to count the number

of cha,rged tracks t,ra,versing the drift clla,mber. A trigger is formed when _t, lea,st two

tra, cks _re found by p_ttern recognition done on hits in cells from 11 la,yers of the DC,

a,ll but, tlm outertnost a,xial la,yer. A cell is considered hit when a,t least four of the

' s, .l.D(,s..tn:, pattern of hits inslx,cnse wires irl tlm cell ht,ve signals detected by the _" _ '"-" e

ea,ch la,yer is loa,ded inl;o a, sllift l¢:.glst'_," e':_1and tra, nsferred seri_dly, into specitd hardwa,re

c.urve-findirlg or curvat, ure" modules a,s shown in li'igure 2 11 La,cb c_lrva.l,ure module

is progra, mmed to identify pa, tterns ot' I_its fa,lling within a. specific range of ra.dii of

curvature. '],_racks a,re defined requiring hits izl a,t least 4 ou(, of the 6 stereo la,yers

a,nd at le_sl, 8 out ot7 the 11 ir_strumented l_yers. Ali tra, cks found by a,ll curva,ture

modules within ,-., 10 ° of a,zimul, h of e_ch other axe counted _s a, single tta,ck. In

, a,ddition, a, trigger is formed when a, copla, na,r _ra,ck finder (CTI p) finds two tra,cks

r"_ "_ K..,_ A. 1-'thai; a.re ha,ck-to-ha.ck. I ht!. v_,l_v uses two curva.ture modules to find tra, cks within

=[:11° in a,zimuth. Tlm cha,rged pa,rticle trigger is formed in a.pproxin_ately 60 ps. For
t

cosmic ra,y runs, tlm secondary u'igger requirement simply consists of a.t lea,st one

i charged track with 6 out of 11 la,yers hit or a. ba,cl¢-to-l_a.ck rra,ck.

Iii ,, , ,,, rlT, ,,t , 1FI Illqm ' 'lilT' '' ,I '_' ' " '_ql' I, 'r lr II' li 111
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Figure 2,11: Block dia,gram of the cha,rged particle trigger.

The software trigger uses _._SLAC', sca,nner processor (SSP) to find clusters of

energy pointing towa,rds the interaction point from the LA and EC ca,lorimeters. The

signals from the I!;C and LA ca,lorimeters a,re summed in groups of eight adjacent

cha, nnels and then digitized by I:'ASTBUS ADCs, The SSP uses the digitized data, to

define hits based upon softwa, re thresholds. It then ,finds clusters by using the llits to

index a, table of pre-c_tlcul_l, ted pa,tterns. The software trigger fires on a, single shower

del)ositing _l,t least a,a C_eV in the LA or 2,2 GeV in the EC.

The Bha, bha trigger identifies la,rg:e ha,ck-to-back electroma,gnetic showers using

ca,lorimetric information from the LA, EC, SAM a,nd Mini-SAM, The tota,1 deposited

energy is summed up for each of the ten LA _md EC modules, using groups of eight

a,dia,cent cha,nnels sumlned at the detector, for the two SAM modules a,nd for the

eight mini-SAM modules. The sums a,re compa,red to ]ndividu_tl thresholds for ea,ch

module, typically 10 to 20 GeV in the LA and EC,, (i GeV in the SAM a,nd 20

GeV in the mini-SAM. A trigger is fired ii' energy deposits loca, ted in ha,ck-to-back

modules exceed the thresholds. The thresholds were chosen so as not to limit the

ela,t,_ acquisition rate,

The data, acquisition system reads C',AMAC', and FASTBUS da,ta,, merges ra,w da,ta,

with results from online event tagging, analyzes events, logs ela,t_ to ta,pe and monitors

' the detector a,nd electronics undc.r the control of the opera,tors of the Ma, rk II. Event

acquisition begins with the prima,ry trigger signal which sta,rts the trigger logic and

BADC processing, If a secondary trigger is received, a, VAX 8600 reads da,ta, from

z
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the entire CAMAC system and awaits a signal from the master system SSP that the

FASTBUS system is ready to accept the next event, When the signal is received,

the trigger is reset. FASTBUS data are subsequently read into the VAX, comMned

with CAMAC data and a simple event tagging Mgorithm is executed. The event is

- then placed into a global buffer where consulner processes, such as the online analysis

] program, sample the complete events, The tape logging process is the final consumer
[ " of all events.
i
!

i

i 2.12 Vertex Detectors
I

I

Two vertex detectors were recently installed near the center of the Mark II to improve

on the charged-track pz_ttern recognition a,nd impact-parameter mea.surements pro-

vided by the central drift chamber. The silicon strip vertex detector (SSVD) provides

rra,ck position measurements between 2,8 and 3.7 cna from the bearn axis over a solid

angle compare, hie to that of the DC, while the drift cham_ber vertex detector (DCVD)

measures track positions for radii between 5 a.nd 1.7cnl over 85% of 47r. The vertex

detectors began ta,king SLC data during January 1990.

2.12.1 Silicon Strip Vertex Detector

The SSVD consists of two hemi-cylindrical modules with 36 independent silicon strip

modules forming three radia.l layers as illustrated in Figure 2.1.2. Be,all module con-

tains 512 detector strips of 300-/Lm thickness oriented pa.rMlel to the be_ma axis and

hence measuring only the r and ¢ coordinates of tra,cks. The charge deposited on

" f) "_each strip is stored in custom 1..S-channel VLSI chips located on the modules and

subsequently read out serially to BADCs.

Tests of the modules with X-ray sources and particle beams showed tha,t they have

a spatial resolution of better than 5 [tm and a two-track separation of approximatelyf

150 /J,m. The impact-parameter resolution expected ft'ore combining DC and SSVD

hits is ,-_ 10 ILm with a contribut, ion of 36/p(GeV/c) /tm from multiple scattering.

The SSVD is calibrated by using tracks from Z-deca,y events.*

*The rate for usable cosmic.-ray events in the SSVD is predicted to be less thtm 3 per dc,y, This
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Figure 2,12: La,your of the silicon strip vertex detector.

2.12.2 Drift Chamber Vertex Detector

i

l The DCVD provides vertexing inform_tion that is both independent and complemen-

tary to the SSVD its main strength being powerful pattern recognition in a dense

1 and noisy tta.citing environment. It also improves on tile momentum lneasurenmrlt;s,

the ioniza,tion loss measurements a,nd 'the trigger noise rejection obta,ined from using

only the central drif{, cba.tuber. '

Tlm DCVD consists of a, cylindrica,1 chamber divided up into ten axial cells with

a modified jet, cell design. Ea.ch cell contains 40 sense wires running pa,ra.llel to the

beam pipe, providing position, measurements in the r-¢ pla.ne. The sense wire pla,nes

are tilted by 150 to tile radia,1 direction to a,tlow resolution of tile left.right ambiguity

a,nd to ensure that radia,1 tracks do not spend their entire length close to a wire plane.

As c&i1 be seen in Figure 2.13, the wires run between Mac0r wedges, mounted 55

cm apart with micron-level precision onto the end-plates. The 20-1tm sense wires a,re

loca,ted 2,9 mm a,pa,rt, within a, few microns of their desired positions, alternating

with potential wires. The sense wire pla, nes a,re sa,ndwiched between two grid wire

planes which improve the electrosta, tic sta,bility of the sense wires and focus drifted

low rate results from its sma,ll cross section, its reliance on slow BADC,s and its limit,cd live-time
due t,o heat dissipation.

il
, ,
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electrons onto the sense wires. The voltages on all wires are controlled to within one

part in 104.

Tlm middle 38 sense wires in each cell are instrumented with a fast integrating,

charge-sensitive hybrid pre-amplifier. Signals from the 380 preamps are further am-

plified and shaped in post-amplifiers, digitized in FADCs and processed into time and

charge measurements inside two SSPs. The linear 6-bit FADCs record pulse heights

over 1024 10-ns buckets with calibration pedestals stable to -2_1/3 of a least count and

-+-0.3 ns.

To achieve the best spatial resolution, the DCVD gas (92% CO2 and 8(/_) C2H6)

is run in the unsaturated regime, which provides low electron diffusion and a slow

(6 frm/ns) drift velocity. A sufl3cient electron lifetime, in excess of 30/ts, is obtained

by reducing oxygen cont.amination to less than 1 ppm. The temperature is kept stable

to within 0.1 ° C and the pressure is regulated to within 10-3 atm.

The chamber is operated at 2 atm and is expected to achieve an impact-paranaeter

resolution of 15 pm with a contribution of 60/p(GeV/c) pm. from multiple scatter-

ing. The spatial resolution is dominated by electron diffusion which increases by the

square root of the drift distance, D. From cosmic ray measurements, the position

resolution is determined to be 20 pm. added, in quadrature to a diffusion contribution

, of 37_/D(cm) pm for pure CO2 gas at 2 atm or 26 cre) Itm for DCVD gas at 3

atm [Alexander 89]. The dE/dx resolution is about 9% when using truncated means

of more than half of the charge measurements per track. Analysis of the shapes of

the recorded pulses allows distinction between tracks separated by less than 700 ttm.

In Section 7.2 we show results on the calibration and per[brmaace of the vertex

detectors inside the Mark II detector from the run in January 1990.

I
I
i
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, " Chapter 3

Monte Carlo Simulation

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are used to calculate the efficiencies for observing udsc

and bb events in the sample of hadronic events as well as in the subsample of events

tagged by isolated leptons. In the simulation program, the bottom quarks produced

in e+e - annihilation yield lepton signals in the detector at the end of five processes:

1. The electroweak interactions form Z bosons which decay to bottom quark-anti-

quark pairs.

2. The strong interactions produce gluons and light quark pairs from the energetic

primary b quark.

3. Fragmentation turns the quarks and gluons into hadrons, using different models

for light and heavy quarks.

4. The weak interactions are responsible for the decay of B hadrons to leptons.

; 5. Electromagnetic interactions produce signals of electrons and muons in the de-

tect, or that are distinct from the signals of hadrons interacting via the nuclear
force.

i,

The description of each of these processes incorporates a wealth of experimental data

: . from previous experiments, including the Mark II. The process of bb production is

described in Section 1.1.2. In this chapter, we describe the theoretical motivation

for each of the four subsequent processes, the experimental data. used to tune each

simulation, and the implementation of the process in the Monte Carlo simulation of

i hadronic Z decays.I

31
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3.1 QCD and Fragmentation Models

The theory of the strong interactions in the standard SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) model,

quantum chromodynamics (QCD), describes how quarks and gluons intera.ct via their

color charges. Just like its electrome_gnetic counterpart, quantum electrodynamics,

QCD prescribes how the coupling strength varies with the momentum transfer of

interactions considered, once the coupling has been specified at a fixed reference

scale. The strength of the couplings of the two types of interaction and their energy

evolution are very different, however. The electromagnetic coupling constant is small

at low energies, a = 1/137 below 2rn_ = 1 MeV, and it increases slowly with energy to

c_ = 1./129 at Mz = 91 GeV, while the strong coupling constant is larger than unity

below rn_ = 1 GeV, decreasing rapidly to a,, = 0.12 ! 0.01 at 91 GeV [Akrawy 90,

Komamiya 90].

Although quarks and gluons experience what is called asymptotic freedom at large

energies, the strong interaction ensures that they are never observed as free particles

at small energies. For example, when a single quark is separated far enough from

other quarks, the increased strength of the color interaction will become large enough

to produce a pair of light quarks from the va.cuum, thus confining the single quark.

Just as charged particles combine into electrically neutral states such as atoms, quarks

combine into color-neutral states. The stable color-singlet states, ha.drons, are either

: baryons, containing three quarks, oi: l]]esoIlS, conta.ining a quark and an anti--quark.

While perturbative cMculations in QCD are valid at large energies, they break down

around i GeV, the energy tlaat characterizes bound sta.tes of light quarks into mesons

i a.nd baryons. Hence, we need models of fragmentation, the process which turns quarksand gluons into hadrons.

i Figure 3.i is a schematic picture of the processes involved in producing a bottom

hadron from e+e - ,..nnihilation. The strong iilt.eractions are modelled in a two-stage .process: first QCD-based models generate quarks and gluons, called partons, and then

fragmentation models hadronize the partons. The QCD models that are commonly
J
| used for e+e - annihilation experiments at, center-of-mass energies below the Z mass

:_ calculate the four-momenta of quarks and gluons to second order in n'_, allowing at
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Figure 3.1' The annihilation of e+e - into bl) and the subsequent fragnmnta.tion of
a, _) quark into a B + meson. The sha,ded area around the ii quark is described by

fragmentation models, which a.lso hadronize the other partons of the event, b, g and

ft.

most four fin-M-sta_e pa, rtons. To com.pute individual two-pa.rton, three-parton a,nd

four-parton cross sections, a method ca,lied jet dressing is employed. Each pa,ir of

genera, Led partons, i _nd j are required to have a squa_red invariant ma, ss, (pi + I j) ,

| a,bove some threshold, typically 0.01s or 0.015s. If the inva.ria,nt, mass ot' two parl;ons

i in a four-jet event fa.il the requirement, the event is considered a three-jet event,
and

if one more pair fails, the event becomes a two-jet event, qq.

Recently, models have been constructed that better reproduce the data,, including

• multi-jet final sta,tes of Z decays. These parton shower models, hybrids of QCD and

i cla,ssical physics, produce showers by successively splitting off gluons and qua.rk-anti-

i quark pa.irs, sta.rting with the original pa.ir. The shower process, which is illustra,ted

a in 17]gure 3.2, is terminated when a. mass cutoff is reached. This cutoff can be quitei
•ml 1 1 *-_ _r I ¢) 1" 1 J 1 lm' Jl

= (lUeU._u.ll_llb, quarKs_ ,-)]nceheavy or _e v / c- for
_! iow, the quark mass itself for i bile

_
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Figure 3.2: The evolution of a parton shower produced in e+e - annihilation. The
shaded areas are described by fragmental;ion models.

cutoff is a fixed mass, the shower models do not require different fragmentation model

parameters for data, taken a.t different center-of-mass energies.

Among many models for fragmentation the Webber cluster model [Webber 84]

and the Lund string model [Andersson 83i are used most commonly. AL the end of

the parton shower, the Webber model forms color singlet clusters from nearby quarks

and gluons. These clusters, which are thought of as superpositions of resonances, are
j

i made to decay into hadrons. There are no free parameters or fragmentation functionsin this scheme for hadronization,

I confinement in the Lulid model is pictured as arising from color strings
Quark

= between quarks and a.nti-qut_rlcs. When a. string is stretched, it; can break into new ,

i quark--anti-quark pairs which continue to fragment independently. The color flux lines

= are constrained in tubelike regions around the partons, the tubes being described by
__

-_=
, a. longitudinal space dimension and time. Transverse momenta arise from a tunnel-[]

:.._. .... 1_.,._:;..-_.r..... a ,-.,-,-,,-1,,o_;,-,,_.,,,h;,-h _;,,0_ ,.;_o t,n a Cl_,,_ian dlst,'ih,,t.ion. The
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transverse momenta, of hadrons in jets, observed to be a,pproxim_tely 0.3 GeV, result

from the vectorial sum of the tra,nsverse momenta, of their constituent qua,rks.

The model for longitudinal fragmentation is derived in the light cone frame, i.e.

assuming theft the quarks have large energies compared to their ma,sses, with the

two tr_msverse directions ignored, except that transverse ma.sses are used everywhere,

m_. = m 2+p_., The fra,ction of energy-momentum tha,t a quark pa.sses on to a meson,

z, is defined to be inva.ria,nt under boosts a,long the qua.rk momentum,

z = (E + Pll)h_':_r°n
+ ' (3.:1)

In the Lund model, the l)roba.bility distribution as a,function oi' z for a,qua.rk of fla.vor

c_to combine with a,n a,nti-quark of fla.vor fl to give a, meson is

where the flavor-dependent a_ and a0 a,nd the fl_vor-independent b are parameters to

be determined from da,ta. In practice, °nly two pa,rameters, a a,nd b, m'e employed to

describe hadronic events recorded at PEP a,nd l;E_IRA.

3.1.1 Hadronic Z-Decay Simulations

In our study of hadronic Z decays, we use the Monte Carlo simule_tions ba,sed on

the Webber-M_rchesini parton-shower model with cluster fragmenta, tion (BIGWIG

4.1) [Marchesini 84, Webber 84] and the Lund parton-shower model with string ft'ag-

menta,tion (JETSFT 6.3 shower) [SjSst,'a,nd 86, Sj5stra,nd 87, Bengtsson 87]. The

pa,ranmters of these models were tuned on hadronic events recorded at PEP with

both the originM and upgra,ded Ma,rk II detectors, a,s summarized in 'ra,bh; 3.1.
i

The globa,1event properties used to determine these pa, ra,meters a,re not found to

I be _l)l_recia,bly a,ffected by the presence of different flavors since the ma,sses of the
|
| quarks are small cornpa,red to the center-of-mass energies a,nd since the fra,ction of
| hadronic events which contain b quarks is rela,tively small.-t

i
--_::
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Web ber- M arch esi ni

Parameter Range tested Best value

ALLA QCD scale (GEV) 0.15-0.3 0.2

m 0 cutoff for further parton evolution (GEV) 0.6.--0.85 0.75

'mcl cutoff for string breaking of clusl;ers (GEV) 2,5-3,8 3.0

Lund

Parameter Range tested Best va.lue

A_La Q6D scale (GEV) 0.2-.0.6 0.4

- Q0 cutoff for parton evolution (GEV') 1.0-2.0 1.0

ct fragmentation-function l)a.rarneter 0,1-0.5 0.45

b fragmentation-function parameter 0.8-1,2 0.9

crq/v/2 parameter of the Gaussia, n P.L (GeV/c) 0,18-0.27 0,23

Table 3.1' The pa,rameters for the Webber-Marchesini and Lund models as determined

from data at E_m = 29 GeV [Pctersen 88].

3.2 Heavy-Quark Fragmentation

In studies of heavy quarks, however, the flavor dependence of fragmentation cannot

be ignored. The heavier the quark, the more of the parent quark energy is car-

ried by the hadrbn produced through fragmentation [Suzuki 77, Bjorken 78]. This

hard fragmenta, tion of charm [Bethk e 85] and bottom quarks [Chrin 87] ha,s been

observed in many experiments. Instead of using the Lund fragmentation function

(Equation ,'.t.2) with flavor-dependent parameters, it has be_:ame customary to use a

different fragmentation :function for heavy quarks, the function fornmlated by Peter-

son ct al. [Petersorl 83].

The Peterson fragmentation function is derived under i,he assumptions that frag-

ment, a,tion depends on energy transfer q as 1/zq '_, tha,t the, momentum along the quark

direction is conserved a,nd tha, t the quark and ha,dron energies are high compared to

ii the quark masses. Effectively, the heavy ctuarl_ is boosted to infinite mornentum,

fragmented into a, meson (containing the heavy quark and a light anti-quark) a,nda
!igh_t qua.rk, a.nd then boosted back, to its original momentum. These assumptions

...... rlI, ,, ...... lr ..... lr' I1' "'1' "lqr' , lp, lie , ,,i U ,,H,,, '"f '' , ,¢lllllp ,iPll I,, lr IIII I_l "Ill'lilt '" ' *"_'rcfl' _lr
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lead to the distribution

.j

D( ) lz z(1 (3.3)

where e depends oll the heavy-qu_rk flavor, The l_m:a,meter e is diffcrerlt for b rold c

quarks since irl this rnodel

m2_(light quark) (3.4)
e = M__(hea,vy quark)'

where the transverse mass of the liglit quark is approximately 0,3 GeV/c 2, corre-

sponding to tlle mean transverse momentum of jets or the binding energy per quark

in light hadrons.

3.2.1 Experimental Determination of Mean z

In pra,ctice, because the Peterson fragment_tion function is not expected to hold

for ordinary quark energies, the Peterson function is regarded a,s little more than

a, convenient way to parameterize heavy quark fragnmntation in terms of the single

parameter e which can be mea,sured from data, With larger data samples than are

currently available, more information could be extracted from the z distribution than

its mea,n, (z}, which is related tothe e parameter of the Peterson function (Equa-

tion 3.3), With reconstructed ha,drons, it; is possible to measure observables such

a,S

_ Ph_,_,,o,, (3.5)
-- /_ihadron

on an ew_nt-by-event ha,sis. This direct method of determining the xp spectra has been

used for D* Inesons by many experiments [Bethke 85]. N)r other heavy-qtza,rk hadrons,

which lack of la,:ge sa.mples of reconstructed hadrons, fragmenta, tion parameters arc

measured indirectly using leptons from semileptonic deca.ys.
pLxpenments studying inclusive lepton production in ha,dronic events a,t the center-

o f-ma,ss energies of the PEP a,nd PIJII1A storage rings ha,ve mea.sured the fragmen-

ta,tion function pa,rameters a,nd semileptonic bra,nching ratios of charm a,nd bottom

hadrons, The momenta of the leptons a,re s:nsltlve to the fragmentation functions

and were thus used to determine the mea,n z of the heavy qua,rks. Ttie hea:vy qua,rks
-i

t_ ,rl
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Figure 3.3: Peterson fragmentation :['unctions corresponding to mea,n z vMues of 0.67
_tnd 0.83.

were identified from the large the tra,nsverse momenta of leptons. The transverse mo-

ment_, were defined with respecl; to the event thrust direction, whicl_ approximates the

quark di:'ection. The fragmentation function para,meters a,nd bra.nching ra.tios were

extracted from fits to the monmntum and transverse inomenl, um spectra, of identified

leptons. The fits included estimates of backgrounds to leptons ft'ore hea,vy quarks,

misider,tified hadrons and leptons from decays of hadrons containing light quarks

Nels,,m 83a].

Da,ta from leptons in hadronic events produced at PEP and PETRA give the a,v-
,

erage values ec = 0 06 +°'°a a,ncl eb ----0.0064°'°°2 [Chrin 87] whose ratio is consistent' --0,01 -0,0(12

with the ratio of the squares of the b and c. quark masses. These values of e were

obtained from mea,sured mea,n values of z througtl the Peterson functions (Equa,-

tion 3.3) plotted in Figure 3.3. T.he measurement of (z) depends to varying degrees

on the value of the strong coupling consta,nt, the models for QCD and fra,gn_entation,

and the mass cutoff for the transition from the QC,D model to the fragmenta, tion

i model.|

ii
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3.2.2 Heavy Quarks in Z Decays

The fragmentation of bottom and charm quarks in the hMronlc Z-deca,y Monte Ca,rlo

simulation is tuned to the data fromthe PEP and PETRA experiments, rr,,• .Jne simul_-

.P

tions of Z decays are different from the simulations at lower .E,:min that shower models

with a smaU mass cutoff are used instead of matrix-element models with a la,rge mass

cutoff. '.['his means that the simulations of Z decays rely more upon the QCD-based

shower models and less upon the phenomenologicM fragmentation models.

In tuning the Monte Carlo simulation, it is important to distinguish between the

energy-ro.omentum fraction distribution that is fed into the fragmentation model,

z', _nd the distribution that results after fragnmnt_tion, z, To sirnula';e heavy-quark

fragmentation with the Peterson distribution, we specify the value d, which generates
4

.. a distribution of

| , (f'2 + Pll)h,_d_o.
z = , (3.6)

(E _- P)unf,'agme,,ted system

where the urffragmented system consists of the heavy qua,rk arm its nea,rby pa,rtons.

The resulting distribution of z is difl'erent from the distribution of z t, since the, de-

nominator of z (in Equa, tion 3.;1) only cont, a.ins the hea,vy quark, in isola, tion ['tom

the other pa,rt.ons. In pa,rticular, sometimes z > 1, a.nd the overa,ll result is t,ha,t

(z/ > (z'), _"s .,.,aown in Figu,:e 3.4,

Using the Lund model based on a second-order ma,tllx-(...lem..nt QC1) ca.lcula.tion

(Jl_,l. SErI 6 3 matrix) with t'2_m 29 GeV, cY_ 0.165 a,nd mass cutoff 0_.015:_ =

3.55 (.,ek/c e, a,s in the simulation used by J. (,hrln with version 5.2, we find tha,t the

experimentMly mea,sured a,ver_ges (z}_ = 0.67=t:0.03 a,nd (Z}b = 0,834-0.02 [Cl_rin 87],

" = 0,15 a,nd e._, 0.020. Wit, h tliesc vMues for e' in the Lullda,re obtMned with % =

l)a,rton-shower model (JETSET 6,3 shower), al; the sa,lTle en,_.Igy_o.'' arm mass cutoff,

the experimenta,1 (z} values are reproduced to within -I-0.02 for a range ot7 strong

coupling constants (which a,re pa,ra,mel;erized differently in the ma, trix and shower

' 0.15 trod e_, = 0.020 in the Lund parton-shower simulationmodels). We use % =

o:17hadronic Z deca,ys, whicl_ lea,ds to (z}_ = 0.78 and (Z}b 0.83 for the model

pa, rameters given in Table 3.1. The difference between this va,lue of (z)_ a,nd the

]1 above mea,sured vMue results ma, inly from the extrapolation to the sma, ll 1-GeV/c 2

1 shower-model rna,ss CULO'ff.
!
i

i
,nr,,, ' ,," ,'lllq' " _' ' , ,I ',, *_, In '' " ' 'r"ml_' " ' "
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Figure 3.4'. Energy-momentum fraction variables for bottom-quark fragmenta.tion in
the Lund parton-shower simulation of Z decays. Plotted a,re (a) the means (z'>, (z)
and (xp> as a, function of e_,and (b) the distribution of z for 4 = 0.020.

g.8 B Decays

The bottom hadrons produced through e+e- annihilation to b qua;ks and their sul)se-

quent fragmentation are unstable. We use leptons from semileptoni c B decays to tag

b quarks, thus relying in our Monte Carlo simula,tion on lepton momentum spectra,

and branching ratios de_errnined in other experiments. These experiments and our

use of results from them _u'edescribed in the sections following a brief introduction

_o B decays.

In the simplest; theoreticM model, the spectator model, the b quark in a .B hadron

decays into a W boson and a c or u quark as in the example of Figure 3.5. 'l:h.is model

does not take into account strong or weak interactions between the light spectator

quarks and the heavy quarks. These interactions a,re responsible for most of the

II III' '" " ' "1' ,i ..... rl ,, ..... H ,,
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Figure 3.5: The deca,y B + _ .D°e+v,e in thespectator model.

measured difference between the D+ lifetime, 1.06 -I-0.03 ps, a,nd the DO lifetime,

0.42 4- 0,01 ps [Hern£ndez 90]. For decays of hadrons coni;a,ining the heavier b quark,

the intel'actions of spectator quarks _re expected to be less inlport_mt than for charm

hadrons and this is support;ed by evidence that the B ° lifetime, 1 2 +°'s ps [Wagner 90],' -0.4

a,grees with the average lifetime for B hadrons, 1.2 4-0.1 ps fOng 87], a, weighted

average of .many experiments.

The spectator-model decay width, for b deca,y to c is ana,logous to that of muon

decay,

P(b-, cW*) -- G'},,M¢ Vcb[ 2 X (phase space factor), (3 7)- 1927ra

where Mb is the b-quark ma,ss. The relatively long lifetime observed for B hadrons

indicates that the magnitude of the KM matrix element V_bis quite small, 0.05 4- 0.01B

fOng 87] Even rarer the decay of b quarks to u quarks has been observed in e+e -•_ ,

l
= experiments at the T(4S) resonance to be suppressed by a factor proportional to

the square of [l_,t,/V_bl = 0.10 4- 0.01 [Albrecht 90a,, Fulton 89]. This measurement
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is model dependent and the error quoted is purely statistical. The presence of lep-

tons with momenta too large to come from charm-less .B decay indicates that the

T(4S) decays to other final states than BB, leading to unknown systematic errors

in the detlerrnination of _,b. The production of these non-BB states also affects tile

measurements of the B-hadron semileptonic branching ratio.

Using the spectator model, Figure 3.5, we estimate the B-hadron semileptonic

branching ratio for comparison with the measured values in Sections 3.3.1 and 7.1.

The final state of B-hadron decay consists of the deca:y products of the virtuM W

boson as well as one hadron containing the spectator quark(s) and either a c or a u

quark. A W + can decay to a pair of leptons or quarks from any of the accessible

doublets, e+u_, #+u,, "r+u.r,ud or c_, where the quarks come in three different colors.

If we naively count the number of final states, we expect one ninth of the decays to

be semileptonic, for each lepton variety. When the model is corrected for phase-space

suppression of the heavy tau and charm final states [Cortes 82] and for the QCD

effects of first-order gluon radiation and hard gluon exchange, the predicted semi-

electronic a,i._dsemi-muonic branching ratios each become 15% [Gilman 86]. There

are numerous more sophisticated models for B decay, motivated by tim fact that tlm

measured values for the semileptonic branching ratios are smaller than the spectator-

model predictions,

3.3.1 Measurements of Leptons from B Decay

'_['he semileptonic decays of B mesons have been extensively studied in e+_'- anni-

hilation nea.r the T(4S) resonance, at the (',ESR, and DORIS storage rings. We use

the results from these studies in our simulation of B decays. The momentum spectra

of electrons and muons are shown in Figure 3.6. There axe contribut, ions from both

primary b --+ (c or u)lu and secondary b -+ c --+ slu decays of B mesons, To extract

the semileptonic branching ratios, B(B --+ Xlu), from such spectra, theoretical input

is used to model the effect of leptons with momenta too small to measure and leptons

fl'om secondary decays. The average of the published branching-ratio measurements

listed in Table 3,2, weighted by the statistical and systematic errors combined in

!ii
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Figure 3.6" Lepton momentum distributions from the T(4S) and fits to the data for

- (a') e and (b) i_ from CLEO and (c) from ARGUS. CLEO shows the sum (solid) of
the t,heoretical predictions [or the contributions from primary (dashed) and secondary

((lotted) .B decays to charm. ARGUS subtracts the estimated contributions from
secondary B decays t,o charm. Dotn group_ t,

from B ---, J/#,---* l + l- [Cassel 90].
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r /
Experiment Reference B(B---, Xlz )in % , !___

CLEO [Behrends 87] 11.0 4- 0.3 4- 0.5 4- 0.5 e p I

Crystal Ball [Wachs 89] 11.7 4- 0.4 4- 1.0 _l ,

CUSB [Klopfenstein 83] 13'2 4- 0.S 4- 1.4 _

CUSB [Levman 84] 11.2 4- 0.9 4- 1.0 [ p

Table 3.2: Measurements of the B meson semileptonic branching ratios at the CESR,

and DORIS storage rings. The first error is statistical and the second error is sys-
tematic. Tile third error listed by C,LEO is the systematic error due to uncertainties
in the theoretical models used t.o extract the branching ratio.

: I _
quadrature, is 11.3% 4- 0.5%. Recent measurements from ARG _JS and CLEO in-

dicate that the semileptonic branching ratio is even smaller, 10.3% + 0.1% 4- 0.2%

[Albrecht 90b, Fulton 90a, Fulton 90bi. Ali of the above branching ratios arc calcu-

lated with B(T(4S) --* BB) = 100%. Prelimina:ry CLEO results from dileptons lead

--_ _ Sto the upper limit, B(T(4S) non-BB) < 12% at 90% confidence level [Ca._sel 90].

The semileptonic branching ratios of B hadrons have also been measured in e+e-

annihilation e>:periments at higher center-of-mass energy, assuming the standard-

model value for the fraction of bottom-quark events, fb (Equation 1.6). The weighted

average of the PEP and PETRA measurements of the semileptonic branching ratios

of B hadrons listed in Table 3.3 is" 11.9% +0.6%. Using the semileptonic branching

ratios obtained at the T(4S), these measurements could be re-interpreted as measure-

ments of the fraction of bottom-quark events in hadronic events at PEP and PETRA,

J'b. The measured bb fraction is approxin_ately (11.9% 4- 0.6%)/(11.3%-_E 0,5%) =

1.05 4- 0.07 times the standard-model value. To make the comparison between the
,,

measurements at the BB threshold energy and those far above it,, we assume that the

compositions of B hadror.s are similar at the two energies or that the semileptonic

branching ratios o[ the produced B mesons and .B baryons are approximately equal.

T.his calculation ignores the small systematic effects due to charm irt ce events and

secondary b decays.

*The average of twelve out of the fourteen branching fraction measurements is 11.2_. 4- 0.6_,,
leaving out the high values obtained by TPC in the l' channel and by DELCO in the e channel.

, H IIII H',_IHql'r'rq"r'l'' 'l " _' ..... r'"'lV!' ' 'lr' "ll"' '" 'PiI'f_"IIPlIIII"P_I''H'Plllllrll_ql""IPI"I'IPII'
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Experiment Reference B(B---+ Xlu)in %}/ I

I CELLO [Behrend 8{3] 14.1.4- 5.8 ± 3.0 I e I

CELLO [Behrend 83] 8.8 'ct:3.4 4. 3.5 I It I

DELCO [Pal 86] 14 .q+2.=
. '_-1.9 I e I

HRS [Ng 88] 10 8 4-0,8 ± 1.3 ei

i JADE [Bartel 87] 1! 7 4- 1.6 ± 1.5 tt I

: MAC [Stone 83] 11 3 4. 1.9 4.3.0 e ,

MAC [Stone 83] 12 4 4. 1.8 4- 2.2 tt I

MARK II [OnE 88] 11 2 4- 0.9 ± 1.1 e j

: MARK II lOng 88] 11 8 4. 1.2 4. 1.0 g f

MARK J [Adeva 83] 10..54. 1.5 4. 1.3 /, I

TASSO [Althoff 84b] 11.1 4- 3.4 4- 4.0 e

TASSO [Althoff 84a] 11.7 4. 2.8 4. 1.0 tz I

TPC [Aihara 85a] 11.0 4. 1.8 4- 1.0 e I

TPC [Aihara 851)] 15.2 4- 1.9 4. 1.2 t t I

Table 3.3: Measurernents of the B-hadron semileptonic branching ratios at, the PEP
and PETRA storage rings. The first error is statistical and l,he second error is sys-
tematic.

3.a.2 Simulation of B Decay

We take the branching fraction for primary B-hadron decay to electrons or muons to

be 13(t?-_ Xh,) = 11% 4- 1_. The lepton momentum spectra, in the Monte Carlo

simulation of hadronic Z decays are tuned to agree with the spectra recorded by

CLEO, shown in Figure 3.6(a) and (b).

3.4 Sources of Leptons in Hadronic Z Decays

. The Monte Carlo simulation of hadronic Z decays contains leptons from many dif-

ferent sources. The simulated 'uds events contain electrons and muons from rr and

i K decays a,s well as electrons from photon conversions in the material of the detec-

tor. The ce events additionally contain leptons from semileptonic decays of charm

] hadrons. Similarly, the additional sources of electrons and muons in bb events are

'_l, ",'1 '" ' '" ........... , ",1,...... _' " _IIJ'.... r, ...... ._ .... IIr' ,,I, 'llr",l" ......... ,'l,l,I,, .... t'llte'llgl,l,I,i, ' .... ,I, .......... I'"lll..... I'i11,1'111' 'II,,, ..... ]_r"",,tr,"l_trl'll]f .,,.,, ,,_.... ii, ,, 't"'p_ .,ll,l_,Irl,, ,r,t,, Ift,,,,,F
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from primary semileptonic decays of bottom hadrons and from secondary cascade

decays via charm hadrons or r leptons.

The simulation includes hadrons nfisidentified as leptons for events of all flavors.

3.5 Detector Simulation

All the generated Monte Carlo events are passed through a simulation of the trigger

and the detector. To mimic the effect of beam-induced backgrounds, we mix tile

signals from each MC event with the signals from one of many background events

recorded at random beam crossings during the same time period as Z candidates.

The signals of particles passing through the various elements of the Mark ii de-

tector are simulated with the known uncertainties a.nd inef_ciencies. For the study of

leptons' the responses of the liquid argon calorimeter and the muon system to leptons,

photons and hadrons are especially important.

In the LA, electromagnetic energy deposits are obtained from a library of signals

generated by e_simulation of electron-photon cascades (EGS4) [Nelson 85]. tIadronic

interactions are simula, ted with a library of signals from pions in ta, u-pair events

recorded at PEP (ttlNT2)[Gan 87].

In the muon system, a simple model generates hits for muons and for hadrons

which punch through the layers of absorber. To improve on this simulation, we apply

corrections to the generated distribution of hits in the four layers. Tlm corrections

are based upon experirnental data on the muon chamber efficiencies and the punch-

through probabilities, as described in Cha.pter 5 and Appendix A. The resulting e[[i-

ciencies for misidentifying hadrons as muons a.re then checked against a detailed sin>

ula.tion of hadronic interactions (FLUKA87) [Aarnio 86, Ranft 86, Nelson 85], which

was found to describe well hadrons in hadronic event, s recorded with the Mark II

detector at PEP.



Chapter 4

Hadronic Z Decays

tladronic Z decays are characterized by high multiplicities of charged tracks and

large fractions of the available energy deposited in the detector. Figure 4.1(a) shows

a hadronic event witll 21 charged tracks (prongs) and 70 GeV of reconstructed energy

from charged and neutral particles forming back-to-back jets. Most hadronic Z decays

a.re unmistakably distinct fl'om events produced by other processes: events from Z

decays to lepton pairs very rarely contain more charged tracks than the six-prong

tau-pair event illustrated in Figure 4.1(b), and events from two-photon exchange and

beam-gas interactions deposit energy a,t small angles with respect to the beam pipe,

outside the fiducial volume of the calorimeters.

We select hadronic events with seven or more cha,rged tracks and :_ visible energy

P .greater than 15% of the center-of-.mass energy, E_m The visible energy is the sum

of the energies from both the molnentum measurements of charged particles and the

energy measurements of neutral particles. Charged tracks in the I)C are selected if

they origina,te within a. cylinder of ra.dius icm and length 6 cm along the beam a,xis,
t;

• centered at the e+e - collision point. _ he,se tracks are used only if they are measured

to have ]coso < 0.80,_ momenta tla,nsx¢.1_c"',_'s- to the beam axis greater than 0.150

GeV/c and total momenta, p, less than the beam energy. Tracks with p > 10 GeV/c

are constrained to originate from the c+e - interaction point. Showel, in" ,'s the LA and

t);C calorimeters are required to have a.n energy greater than 1 GeV and to satisfy

!cosO! < 0.68 in the LA and 0.70 < !cos0!< 0.95in the EC. We do not include

energy deposits which have been a,ssociated with a charged track ii' the energy of the

47 _
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Figure 4.1" Two Z-decay events: (a.) a ha,dronic event, showing charged tra,cks in the
?.-_ piano. RnA rocnnRt,ructod o.norgy in rho. _-cns 0 grid; a,nd (1-,)a,n evet_t wiLh a, pair
of tau leptons decaying to three prongs each.
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shower corresponds to less than twice the rnomentum of the charged tta, ck.

These cuts select 411.3hadronic events. The corresponding ef[iciencies are estimated

by Monte Carlo simula, tions based on the Webber-Ma,rc.hesini parton-shower model

with cluster fragmentation (BIGWIG 4,1) [Marctiesini 84, Webber 84] and the Lund

parton-shower model with string fragmentation (JETSET 6.3 shower) [Sj5strand 86,

Sj5strand 87, Bengtsson 87]. We use the average of the two rnodels as the predic-

., tion to be compa,red with data, and tile difference between the two models as the

estimate of the systematic error due to model dependence. The resulting ef[iciencies

are 0.86 4- 0.02 for detecting produced udsc events and 0.88 4- 0.02 for produced bb

events, a.s calcula,ted from the numbers of ha,dronic Monte Carlo events in Table 4.11.

-1

Flavor Webber-Ma.rcllesini Lund Both models /

ludsc 141,19/16804 = 0.842 14731/1.6855 = 0.874 28880/33659 = 0.858 Zr"0,002

bl) '1130/4704 = 0.878 4321/4870 = 0.887 8451/9574 = 0.883 4- 0.003|
/

udscb 18279/21508= 0.850 19052/21725= 0.877 37331/43233 = 0.863 ± 0.002]

Table 4.1: The numbers of genera.ted Monte Carlo events passing the ha.dronic event

selection and the resulting eIflciencies, The statistical errors for ratios of numl_ers,

shown here and in the k)llowing chal:)ters, a,re obta,ined, from the l)illomia.1 distribution

[J_tmes 80]. In calcula.ting the systematic, error on the ratio, we use the la,rgest model

difference of 4-0.016, found for udsc events.

Using other M.onte Ca,rio sim.ula.tions [,la,cl_,ch 85, I3ehrends 86], we estima,te the

numbers of events from non..ha,dronic Z deca.ys a.nd two-i)hoton interactions irl the

sample to be 0.04: and 0.01, respectively. \Ve estimate that the number of events due

to beam-ga,s i11tera,ctions and cosmic rays ill tlle sample is < 0.4, ba.sed on oi)serving

no events wtlen we (l isl )l a.ce the center of the cylinder defined for the origin of charged

• tra.cks by more tl_all its t'ull length along the bea.m axis.
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|

i

Inclusive Lepton Analysis

We tag bottom-hadron event candidates in the hadronic event sample with isolated

charged tracks identified a,s leptons. This cha,pter describes the isolation criterion

for charged tracks reconstructed in the.central drift chaml)er and the methods for

identifying leptons. Electrons are identified a.s tracks with large energy-deposits in

the front of the liquid argon barrel calorinmters and muons are identified ns tracks

which penetrate through the hadron absorber to the outer layers of the muon system.

First for electrons and then for muons, we calculate the proba,bility for a.n isolated

lepton track to be identified as a lepton, the probability for an isolated ha.dron track

to be misidentified as a lepton, and the errors on these proba,bilities, to be used in

Chapter 6 for the determination of the egiciency for tagging bl)events.

5.1 Track Isolation Criterion

We define the track isolation criterion to separate bbevents from udsc events. Because

• of the larger rest mass of the b quark as cotop,red to udsc qua.rk masses, leptons from

semileptonic .B hadron decays receive larger momenta in the parent hadron rest frame

. than those from decays of hadrons containing the lighter quarks. This results in larger
i

momenta tra, nsverse to the direction of the parent hadron for leptons in b jets than

for leptons in udsc jets.

To determine transverse momenta, we approximate the directions of the parent b

quarks with the directions of the hadronic jets. In the a.nalysis done at E_m = 29 GeV
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,,

[Nelson 83a,], the jet directions were defined to be Mong the direction of the thrust _xis.

Because tile jets are more collimated and tile strong COUl)ling constant is smaller, the

a,ngula,r error introduced by reconstruct,ing the parent hadron direction is smaller at

91. GeV than at 29 GeV, as can be seen in the second and third columns of Table 5.1.

Thrust _txis Nearest cluster ..

Events 29 GeV 91 GeV 29 C,eV 91 GeV

udscb '20° 14 11° 6°

hb 1,1° 11 11° 5°

2-jet 13.0 7 11o 60, ,

Ta,ble 5.1: Average angle between the reconstructed jet direction and the parent

hadron direct;ion. The, jet direction is estimated by either the thrust a.xis or the

nearest cluster for simulated events for E_m= 29 GeV and.for .Ecru= 91 GeV. The

events la,belled '2-jet' a,re events for which tlm Lund cluster algorithm found two
clusters,

However, a,t 91. GeV, the lepton momenta a,re larger by about a factor of three

compared to those at 29 GeV, and the effect of these a,ngular errors on the transverse

monmnta becomes significa,nt. 'ro reduce these errors, instea,d of using the thrust

axis, we'. use the Lund cluster algorithm [SjSstral|d 83] to find the jet directions from

the HlOillellttlln vectors of the charged a,nd neutral p_._rticles in ea,ch event. When

the jet resolution pa,ran_eter is set equal to its default va,lue, (/,join --= 2,5, we observe

all average jet rnultiplicil,y of 3.0, with 21% of the detected hadronic events having

4 or more jets. The la.st two columns of Ta,ble 5.1 show '&a,t the added degrees

of freedom, obtained ft'ore using clusters rather than the thrust axis to reconstruct

the jet directions, substantia,lly reduce the errors in estima.ting the pa,rent, hadron

direction.

We then define the transverse momentum of ca,cb track with respect to the nearest

clust;er formed by the other chayged and neutral particles in t;he event, Pt = p sirlOj,

l where Oj is the a,ngle bet;ween the tra.ck and the cluster (j) closest to the track, To

| separ_Lte leptons tha, t are products of bott.om-lla,dron deca,y from leptons that are!
'| ...... 1.._._ ..r .... : ......... 1........ 1.... 1..... 1........ 1..... -........ , '

k)l IIIICl, I y bl I _21,1 1 1 l- 11 I:IA..[ 1 Ik11 1 t.t kJl 11 tj I [x_,pl k) _,,i. tiE, tJ_ 1_ ,._..uc_.)., WC _.uuo_. c.,, ,_.u_, III ])t f ...... -, t I. ,-, °k"-"-'t''_'.... t.,,,,,.,, ,-f,.,_
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Figure 5.1. We call a track isolated if it has pt > 1,25 GeV/c.

_- I" I 'l °r"_ "-T_ "'-'l-" [ I' ' I .... I i"_ "_ i I

300- _. ] I ' I ' __-
/,,\

0 ' \
• Cut

tj /'200 . \ $
-/, \

100
,'

v, ,, _l ,. ,..,.4 J_,,o
_' 0 I 2 3 4 5

Pt (GeV/c)

Figure 5.1' Transverse momentum spectra, of Monte Carlo-generated electrons from
primary bottom,hadron decay (solid line), secondary bcttom-hadron decay (dashes)
and primary charm-hadron decay (dots). We define isolated electrons to have pt
> 1.25 GeV/c.

For electron and muon identification, we consider isolated reconstructed charged

tracks (defined in Chapter 4) which have momenta greater than 2 GeV/c and which

point from the DC toeither the :LA calorimeter or the muon system.* The pt distri-

I bution of ali tracks with p > 2 GeV/c pointing to the LA or muon systems in the

'data is compared with predictions from the two Monte Carlo models in Figure 5.2.

"' 13ecause the amount of data, is insufficient to distinguish between the models, we use

the average of the two models as the prediction to be compared with data, and the

difference between the two models as the estimate of the systematic error due to

model dependence.

" 5.2 Electron Identification

- To obtain a pure sample of electrons, we need to efficiently identify electrons while

re,iecting hadrons. Separation is possible since electrons lose energy differently from

other stable charged particles while passing through matter. Our method is adapted

*The mininmm momentum required for a muon to penetraLe to tl_e outer layer of the muon
_y._tom a.t,w_rma! i_.v:i,:!o:_.cois .M',out. 1,8 GeV/e.--

i
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Figure 5.2: The pc spectr_ of tra,cks with p > 2 GeV/c pointing to the LA or Inuon
systems in the da,ta, (circles), the Webber-Marchesini model (solid), a,nd the Lund
model (clots). Isola,ted t,r_cks considered for lept,on identificm, ion ha.re pt > 1.25
GeV/c.
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,,

from the procedures developed for electron identification with the LA calorimeter at

PEP [Nelson 83a, Nelson 83b],

5.2.1 Method for Identifying Electrons
4

Electrons above the critical energy, 7 MeV in lead, lose energy principally by brems-

strahlung, radiating photons which in turn interact with matter to either create

electron-positron pairs or to eject single electrons from atoms via Compton scat-

feting. The result is an electromagnetic cascade shower. The length of such a shower

is related to the radiation length in the absorber, namely 0.56 cm in lead. The energy

lost through bremsstrahlung is inversely proportional to the square of the mass of the

particle; hence, little energy is lost through this process for charged particles heavier

than the electron. Instead, hadrons lose their energy by nuclear interactions, pro-

ducing hadronic showers with a longitudinM extent related to the nuclear interaction

length, n_mely 17 cm in lead.

To distinguish between electrons and hadrons, the electron identification algo-

rithm uses the f_ct that hadronic showers are spatially much more extended than

electromagnetic showers. Electrons are identified by requiring that a large fractiou of

their energy, a,s determined from the momentum rneasurement in the DC, is deposited

in the front half (seven radiation lengths) of the LA calorimeter. This requiremerfl.

¢_orks well for identifying single electrons, but leads to too many hadrons misidentl-

fled a,selectrons in hadronic jets. Misidentification in jets comes largely from overlap

of charged particles with electromagnetic deposits from photons, most of which are

deca,y products of neutral pions. To reduce this background from overlapping neu-

t,r_tldeposits, we require large energy-deposlts in narrow roads around the DC track

extrapolation in all three orientations of strips in the front section of the calorimeter.

After a discussion of the calibration of the electron identification algorithm, we

calculate the identification efficiency and misidentification probability for isolated

tracks in hadronic Z decays.
:I

il
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5.2.2 Calibration of the Electron Algorithm

We calibrate the identification algorithm on known electrons fron_ Bhabha scattering,

recorded in the upgraded Mark II detector at the PEI _ stora, ge ring, For e_ch rra,ck, we

calculate ri = Ei,/p, where El is tim energy deposited in a particular strip orientation
,.

of tile front hMf of the calorimeter and i = 1-3 represents the readout la.yers FI+F2,

T1 a.nd U (which measure the ¢, 0 and u coordinates as shown in Table 2,1 of

Section 2,6). The energies El are ca,lcul_ted by adding the energies deposited in a,

na,rrow ro_d t_round the DC track extrapolation, The widtl_ of the road is calculated

ft'ore the formula

'W,.o,,a: W howo,.+ (5.1)

where %Oshower re, presents tile typicM width of an elec.trori.-ta,gnetic shower ("-" 3 Cl'l'l),

wg_,,g reflects the additionM width arising from tile separa.tion of the front a,nd back of

a, ganged layer (__ 4-7 cm), and _/, is the angle, between the track extrapola,tion and

the normal of the layer, projected onto the plane perpendicular to the orienta, t,iotl of

the strips, t To reduce misidentification from overla,p in the denser jets a,t t;1.1eSLC,

we have narrowed 'U)gangby a, •factor 0.6 from the values tised at P pLP, lea.dlng to the

widths in Ta,ble 5.2. The resulting distributions of ri for the Bha,bha electrons are

La.yer 'W_how,r Strip width

F1, F2 0.75 3.5 .crn

T1 0,75 3.,5 cm

U 0,70 5.4 cm

P.a,bl¢ 5.'2: Values used to define W,,o,_din urlits of strip width.

shown in Figure 5.3, , •

The electron identifict_tion criteria, a.re defined with respect to the median wdues

- of ri and _ ri for the ca,libration electrons, since these rnediaris represent typical

electron signals. The medians of the vi distributions a,nd of _.'Pi are giv(-n for threeI

| different momentum ranges iri TM)le r.o,3. We require each value ri l;o be al; lea.st 55%
[]

i iWe use Itan(¢)l = Itan(¢ - {-m + _-)l, Ita,n(0 - })l and Itan(¢ - 7i,n.+ ;--)- t,an(0 - _)l for therespective layers F, T and U, where m = 1--8 is t.he LA cryostat module number.
_

i

, 1,1,1li . p,ii,
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Figure 5.3: The r_ttios E/p in the lz_yers (_) F1-FF2, (b) T1 and (c) U for Bhabha,
: electrons with 13 < p < 16 GeV/c (solid) and radiative Bhabha electrons with

3 < p < 8 GeV/c (dots) recorded with the upgraded Mark II detector at PEP.

p range rl r2 ra _ ri

(GeV/c) (FI+F2) (T1) (U) (FI+F2+TI+U)
- 3--8 0,235 0.23510.2351 0,725

i 8..13 0,235 0,210 10,220 I 0,665

13-16 0.230 0.205 ! 0.215___.J 0.645
|
_m

B

!i Ta,ble 5 3: Median r_ and _2 r_for radiative (p < 13 GeV/c) and non-ra, diative (p > 13
| GeV/c) Bhabha electrons at PEP used in defining electron identification cuts.
le
:m
J ,

|
!

!
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Figure 5.4: Distributions of (a) ,'_nand (b) rs_m for Bhabha electrons with 13 <
p < 16 GeV/c (solid) and radiative Bhabha electrons with 3 < p < 8 GeV/c (dots)
recorded with the upgraded Mark II detector at PEP. Identified electrons satisfy rh,in

> 0.55 and r_..m > 0.65.

of the median value for the calibration electrons and _ rl to be at least 65% of tile

median value for the sum.* These requirements can be concisely stated as rmi n > 0.55

and r_.m > 0.65, where r,,i,, = rain (ri/median ri) and r_um= (_,'//median _'ri) are

shown in Figure 5.4. :_

5.2.3 Electron Identification Efficiency

A large fraction of tracks in hadronic events fail electron identification by failing the

LA. fiducial criterion, that the DC track extrapolation be contained within 1.5 units of

strip width from the edges of the F1, F2 and T1 layer,;. Tb.is criterion is well-simulated e-

:in the Monte Carlo: the fraction of reconstructed tracks § with p > 2 GeV/c which

_,.o ;._;,_-- _'.c L,A _:'_"-:" "'-' ..... ' " .... 0 O0 ...................... •_u_,,,,, _,,,m,_, ,_ u._au :i: . i irt tile tvik; and O.Y4+ U.O1 in tile

C___ t For tracks with p< 3 GeV/c or with p > 16 GeV/c, we use the normalization constants from

the 3 GeV/c < p < 8 GeV/c or 13 GeV/c < p < 16 GeV/c ra,nges, respectively, m.
2 _Reconstructed tracks satisfy ]cos 01 < 0.85 as defined in C,hapter 4.

2
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data.

The efficiency for identifying isolated electron tracks pointing to the LA in hadron-

ic events is 0.83 4- 0.05, as calculated from the numbers of isolated MC electron tracks

irl Table 5.4.

Particle Vv_bber-Marchesini Lund Both models

" Electron 388/465 = 0.834 292/356 = 0.820 680/82i = 0.828 :t: 0.01-4

Non-electron 91/13192 = 0.0069 76/10709 = 0.0071 167/23901 = 0.0070 4- 0.0006

Table 5.4' Tile numbers of isolated electron and non-electron tracks identified as

electrons in the Monte Carlo. The denominators are the numbers of tracks with

p > 2 GeV/c and pt > 1.25 GeV/c which point to the LA fiducial volume, and the

numerators are the subsets of these tracks which satisfy rmin > 0.55 and 'rsum > 0.65.

5.2.4 Electron Misidentification Probability

The main source of contamination of the electron sample is a combination of int,eract-

ing hadrons and overlapping neutral deposits. We represent this background in the

MC hadronic events by cornbining signals from pions in tau-pair events recorded a.t

'PEP with simulations of electron-photon cascades (ECS4) [Nelson 85]. Figure 5.5 is

a comparison between the cut in the identification variables 'rmi,, and r._umfor isolated

tracks in the data and in the MC, indicating the predicted contribution from real

electrons.

The probability for isolated non-electron tracks to be misidentified as electrons is

0.007 4- 0.004, as calculated from tlm mlmbers of isolated MC non-electron tracks in

Table 5.4.

The pt spectrum for tracks identified as electrons is shown in Figure 5.6, together

with predictions for the contributions from -eal electrons and hadrons misidentified

as electrons. There are 10 isolated tracks identified as electrons in the data, two

_.r ,.,1.,:,.1, ar" ;" +t,,_ salne eve,,_ nr +h_o 113 tmr'L-,:, 9 _ _ro o,zpori.od t.a come from_ t I t t t 1 V ' t t t ' _ _] *] V' " [ l _ " " _ * _ * " .........................

hadrons misidentified as electrons. Figure ,5.7 is a picture of an event with an isolated

electron.

=
L
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J Figure 5.5: Comparison of. electron identification variable in the da, ta (circles) aad

I the MC (solid) for isolated tracks. The dotted tfistogram is tile prediction for real

j electrons. Identified electrons have min(r,,,in, 0.55r_um/0.65) > 0.55.
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Figure 5.6' The pt spectrum for tracks identified as electrons. The shaded and
unshaded regions show the expected contributions from real electrons and hadrons
misidentified as electrons, respectively. The predictions come from MC sirnulations
normalized to 413 observed hadronic events, assuming rb = 0.22. Isolated electron
tracks have pt > 1.9<.oGeV/c.

5.3 Muon Identification

To obtain a pure sample of muons, we need to efficiently identify muons while rejecting

hadrons. Separation is possible since rnuons penetrate matter further tha,n other

stable charged pa,rticles. Our method is adapted from the procedures developed for

inuon identificatioll with the muon system at PEP [Nelson 83b, Ong 88].

5.3.1 Method for Identifying Muons

Muons with energies above a few hundred MeV experience energy loss, dE/dx, by

ionizing atoms and molecules in a, materia,1 at an approxima, tely unifornl rate, whicll

is 12 MeV/cre in iron. Since the relatively large mass of the rnuon suppresses brems-

strahlung, muons do not, deposit their energy in electron-photon showers like electrons

" do. Although both muons and charged hadrons undergo similar dE/dx losses, only

cha.rged hadrons lose energy through nuclear interactions, since muons do not inter-
-i|
{| act strongly. The nuclear inte,'action length in iron is the sarne as in lead, 17 cre.
_!| Thus, while 2-GEV nmons penetrate more than seven interaction lengths of iron, most '

,' ' ,p, ,, m ,nuqlr
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Figure 5.7: Ha.dronic Z-decay event with an isola.ted electron shown with cha.rg(:,ct
tra.clcs and Ileui;ral showers in the 'r-¢ pla.ne. Track nml_l)er 10 ha.s l) = 7.1 GeV/c,
pt = 1.5 GeV/c, 'rmh,= 0.73 a.nd r_um= 0.75.
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charged hadrons are absorbed in this amount of iron, in Which they produce hadronic

showers.

To distinguish between muons and hadrons, the muon identification a,lgorithm

uses the fact that while muons penetrate matter, hadrons produce showers in matter.

• Muons are identified as tracks which penetrate through the seven interaction lengths

of absorber, leaving hits in all four layers of the muon system, Misidentifica.Lion comes

' from hadron punch through, track overlap and noise llits. Requiring that each of the

hits be located nea,r the DC track extrapolation greatly reduces these backgrounds.

We also require correlated hits in the outer three la.yers of the muon system, thereby

further reducing misidentification from beam-induced noise in these layers.

After a discussion of the calibration of the muon identification algorithm, we

calculate the identification efficiency and rnisidentifica, tion probability for isolated

tracks iri hadronic Z decays.

5.3.2 Calibration of the Muon Algorithm

• We calibrate the identification algorithm on known muons from cosmic-ray events

and on muon-pair events recorded in the upgraded Mark II detector ai, the PEP

storage ring. For each track, we look for hits in the muon-chamber proportional

tubes (which are described in Section 2.8) within a search region around the DC

tta.ck extrapolation. The search region width is 3_r, where _r is the rms error of tta.ck

extra,polation. _1

We use cr2 _. O.scatt2 -I- Cr_._2,where O'scat t is the error due to multiple Coulomb

. " ('-_sc_tttering and cr,._ is the combined resolution of' the muon chambers and the 1)_,
_ r''_; tr_cking, lhe amount of multiple Coulomb scattering for a particle incident on a

i piece of materia,1 in the detector depends on the particle momentum as well as t,llematerial t,hickness. The rms scattering angle is approximated as

i O 21MeV/c t (5.2)
i ¶In the analyses done at PEP [Nelson 83b, Ong 88], the search region was defined to be 2rr. Our
= wider region (3rr) is less sensitive to misalignments. The beam-induced noise levels in the outer layersi

:1 2-4, we have added the requirement that these hits be correlated, as is explained on pages 64-66 of
this section.
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where fl is the velocity of the incident particle, t is the ,thickness of the ma,terial

and X0 is its radiation length. The multiple-scattering Contributions due to each

of the detector elements, the magnet coil (1.3X0), the LA ca,lorimeter (1oX0) and

the hadron absorbers (14--.18Xo/layer), are added in quadrature. The error in the

mea, sured coordinate is
,,

.2

1 2 ti , (0.3)
._' O,

t

where di is the dista,nce following element i to the given layer a,nd the fa,ctor 1/2 arises

ft'ore projecting O onto a plane. The typicM position error for a 2-GEV muon due to

multiple scattering is ,5 cm at the first la.yet of the muon system and 10 cm at the

i fourth la,yer.

We use cosmic rays, recorded with the Ma,rk II a,t the SLC, to ca,lcula, te (;lie error a,t

ea,ch layer due to the resolution of the muon chambers (a,bout 2.5 cm/v/_ = {).7 cna)

a,nd the DC', tra, ck extra,pola,tion, These resolution errors are smaller tha, n a,t PEP, due

O.bto the superior drift chamber at the SLC, especi_dly ira tlm z coordina, te. l?igure _"_

shows the distance between the rra,ck extra, polation and tlm nearest hit, divided by r_,

for cosmic-ra,y muons. The values of cr_._for each la,yet and chamber orien(,a, tion were

adjusted to produce a,n rms hit-to-tra,ck dista,nce of lcr. The resulting c_,.,:_obtained

from a, fit of the pea, k position a,nd wid(,h ot'a. Gaussian to the llit-disl;mlcc distributions

of Ii'igure 5.8 are listed in Ta,ble 5.5. The offsets of a,bout +ry/2 in the pea,k position

oi" (,he '!/-coordinate mea, stlrements a,re the same for the chaml)ers in both the Ea,st

a,nd the \Vest w_dls. The effect of these offsets on the muon identifica,tion efficiency

is sma,ll for the la,rge (3¢) search width used here.

r-_ le1 1 , search width a,round the DC track extrapolation in the outer layer ca,n be

i? )' _ ,quite large for tracks witll sma.ll momenta., t,mI lrica.lly, for p < 10 C,eV/c, cr

20/p( GeV /c) cm in ,,lie fourth l_yer. To better reject noise hits in the oute.r la.yer,

which is important in the noisy SLC environment, we use a sma.ller sea.rch region

a.bout the p_th defined by the associated hits in the second and third layers, thus

dema,nding tha, t the hits in the outer la,yers be correlated [Weir 88]. This sea,rch

region i,_ " ..... t. .... 4_..... ,,_ rlm,lat.ion c)f hi(-.._in the fourth la.yet from thisI.}UGOFI, 5 _Of'llL;l "-.. _"COI'I'_ t, ia_, • a.. .....................

path, is typica,lly 1 to 3 cre.

........................ ,, ' ,,r......................... ,', rr,......... ,,........ ,_,',' r,,,,,;I," ,,..... ,IF',l'llt",,r,,,'" ,"lllllll"1,",_llFlrl,,I,_JJlI,,"",,',,'"llI'"II'""l'"qll''"l'I",I,,lllljjjjl_ll,',," ,,llIit_!ll,
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l?igure 5.8: The distance between the track extrapolation and the nearest muon-
chamber hit, ¢i, divided by ctfor cosmic-ray muons. The values of cr,.._used to ca,lculatc
cr are listed in Table 5,5.

Layer Chamber Measured O'res Pea,k " Wi-clth

numl:,er orientation coordinate (cre) (a) (_)....

1 East t 'est z 1.1 0.02 0.98

2 Ea,stt 'est y 1,4 0.68 1,02

3 Ea,stj 'est y 1.4 0.53 1.00

4 Eastj 'est y 1.7 0.46 1.00

. 1 Top/ tom z 0.9 0.14 0.98

2 Top_ torn x 0.8 0.23 0.99

3 Top_ tom x 0.8 0.15 0.98

4 ]bp_ tom x 0.9 0.13 0.99
..,

J_

|" Table 5.5' The values for a_ in each layer for the fits that give unit-width Gaussia,ns
= in t.l:e ,',_m_c-r_y hit-d_c,t;,neo di_f.rlh,,t._nn._ (Fi_,,,',_ 5.9_)
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We determine Crcorrfrom cosmic-ray tracks recorded with the M,urk II at the SLC,

and the result agrees well with muon-pair events recorded at PEP. The rms deviation

is parameterized as
74_ -t,Ts1.47+0. eo.xt

_o_,. = cos_.68(¢) cre, (5.4.)

where p_xt is the geometric mea, n of the extrapolated momenta, a,i; layers 3 a,nd 4:'in

"l _ '_GeV/c, and whe,re _/2is the a,ngle in radia,ns between the track extra,polatiou and the

normM of la,yer 4, projected onto the plane perpendicula,r to the.orientation of the

proportionM tubes.

I.h¢ devit_tions, divided by Cr_o,.r,are shown for cosmic rays in Figure 5 9. Parl of

;-""-"" 1"'" "" 1'_'-'-' _ 1 "' '"" " I "v-v"__

¢'q

¢5
frn

, 100

J

-4 -_ 0 8 4

d/ :o r

r _ (_Figure ,.),,)._"( ....i. h ::,devitd, ion between the pa.th defined by the a.ssocla,t" e:,d hits in layers 2

a,nd 3 and the associated hil; in la,yer 4, d, divided by Cr_o,,.rfor cosmic-ray muons. The

solid lir|e is a. tmit-widLll Gaussi_m [Weir 88].

the n.on-Ga,ussia, n tails a,re clue to tra.cks with multiple hits in a, lt_yer.

A track is identified as a. muon if hits a,re found in all four layers of the rnuon system

within 3ct of the extrapola.l, ed DC', track ar|d ii' the associated hit in the fourth la.yer

is within 3Cr_o,._of the pa, th defined by the second and third layers. In the following

section.s, we estima.te the identification efl:icien.cies and punch-through probabilities

using the va,riM:)le MUSTAT wl_ich conta.ins a, bit pattern of the layers which ha.ve

associa.ted hil;s within 3ct of the DC ¢',xtlapolatton.'• ' The bits are ordered such that

t.he least significant bit corresporMs to the first, layer. 'l"ha.t is, tra.cks with a. hit in.
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only the first layer have MUSTAT-- 1 = 00012, tracks with hits in the first three layers

have MUSTAT= 7 = 01112, and muon candidates are required to have MUSTAT = 15

= 111'12. In addition, muon candidates need to have a correlated hit in layer four,

described by defining the variable MUSTATm whose most significant bit also reflects
1

. this additionM requirement. Tile vMues of the variable MUSTATcrare the same as those

of MUSTATwhen MUSTAT< 8. For MOSTATcrto be >_ 8, the fourth hit has to be both

i. • within 3ct and within 3acorr. Thus, identified muons satisfy MUSTATcr= 15.
i
!i

i 5.3.3 Muon Identification Efficiency
i

The m_jority of tracks in hadronic events fail muon identification by failing the muon-

system fiducial criteria, that the DC track extrapolation be contained within the

edges of the fourth layer mad that the track momentum be sufficient to penetrate

to the fourth layer. The minimum momentum for tracks at normal incidence to the

absorbers is about 1.8 GeV/c. These criteria are well-simulated in the Monte Carlo:

the fraction of reconstructed tracksll with p > 2 GeV/c which are inside tlm muon

fiducial volume is 0.429 4- 0.002 in the MC and 0.42 4- 0.01 in the data.

Muons that satisfy the fiducial criteria can fail to be identified if they scatter out

of the active volume or the 3ct search region in some layer, if they fail to penetrate

to the outer layer because of larger-than-average dE/dx losses, if their trajectory

is poorly reconstructed in the DC, or if the proportional tubes fail to fire due to

electronic inegiciencies. All of these effects are incorporated in the Monte Carlo

simulation. However, the proportional-tube.inefficiency was set to 1% per layer in

the MC, significantly smaller than the 3% :E 1% measured with muon-pair events at

PEP [Nelson _'21_. _. )j.

We estimate the dit[erence in eff.ciencies between the data and the MC by counting

the rmmber of tracks failing in only one layer, tracks with YlUSTAT = 1.4, 13, 11.

or 7. In Table 5,6, we calculate the efficiencies in each la.yer for MC Z decays to

muon pa,irs and for energetic cosmic rays recorded at the SLC. The average per-layer

inefficiency is 0.013 4- 0.007 in the MC and 0.041 4- 0.004 in the cosmic-ray data,. To

account for this difference, we add the inefficiency e_dd = 0.029 4- 0.008 per layer to

IIReconstruct, ed tracks satisfy Icos0[ < 0.85 msdefined in Chapter 4.
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Layer tt +it- MC Cosmic-ray data

number One missing ,Ineff'cy Efl3c.iency One missing Ineff'c.y Efficiency

1 0,020 0.020 0.980 0,036 0.040 0.960

2 0.009 0.009 0.991 0,042 0.048 0,952

3 0,005 0,006 0,994 0.036 0,04.0 0.960

4 0.016 0.01,6 0.984 0,032 0,03'7 0 963

Ave/Tot 0,013 0.950 0,041 0.845

Table 5,6: Calcula,tion of muon-chamber efficiencies ill each layer for tracks from

simulated muon pairs and observed cosmic rays with 32 < p < 64 GeV/c. The

inef[iciency for a layer is defined as the number of tracks with the given layer missing
(including tracks missing muli;iple hits) divided by the tota,1 number of tra,cks, II; is

obtained by iteration from the ratio labelled 'One missing,' which is defined a,s the

number oi' tracks with exactly one hit missing in the given layer (i.e, with MUSTAT=

14, 13, 11 ofT) divided by the total number of tra, cks.

the MC, thel'eby reducing the simulated muon identifica, tion eft]ciency by the factor

(0,845 :t: 0;014)/(0,950 4- 0,027) = 0.89 -_1=0.03,

The efficiency for identifying isolated _nuon trt, cks (,hat sa,tisfy the muon.-system

i fiducia,1 criteria in ha,dronic events is 0 79 :k 0.05 a,s calcula, ted ft'ore the corrected

numbers of isola,ted MC, muon tracks in Table 5,7,

5.3.4 Muon Misidentification Probability

Misidentifica£ion in the Jnuon samI)le comes from track overla,1) , noise hits and hadron

punch through. The da,ta _tlso contMn muons t'ronl hadron deca,y in flight; these muons

are realistically simulated in the Monte Carlo [Nelson 831)] a,nd are part oi! the saml)le

of real muons, as a bacl<ground to prompt nmons from llca,vy-qua,rk deca,y. Bea,nl-

induced noise hits a,re simulated well by mixing the signals from each MC eve,lt with

the signMs from a. ba.ckground event' the t'ra,('tiou of tracks inside the muonfiducia,l .

, volume with a.n associated hit in the fottrth la:yet, i,e. with MUSTAT > 7, is 0,'233=t=0.001

in the MC and 0.23 '.+:0,01 in l,lle.,da, l,a. 'I'he sirnula.tion of ha.d.ron l)unch through is

,| only good to a fa,ctor of two, a.s was learned from sttidies witll a. deta.iled ha.dronic

/ -r-_ ,r )int,eraction simuia.tion tr u U...... ' ..... ..... -,,...,, , ,,,_ , , , , .... ,l\/tk_ / [t_a,l'lliO _O_ li,ii,lit1, 0()_ l_(OlSt)l.l O,gJ, W&_W 1 I tj t111 tlIll.:ll

, ' u,, ,I..... i, , lllillllll_,,,[i,t_li , ,, , ,
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Particle Webber-Marchesini Lund Both models

•" Muon 238,3/297 = 0,802 207.i/266 = 0,7.79 445,4/563 = 0,791 4-0,013

Non-muon 49,1/7917 = 0,0062 42,1/6328 = 0.0067 91,2/14245 = 0,0064 4-0,0007

Table 517: _C,orrected numbers of isolated muon and non-muon tracks identified

as rnuons in the Monte Carlo. The corrections, for the additional proportion_l -
-' tube inefficiencies calculated in Section 5.3.3 (onpage 67), and for the additional

i hadron punch-through probabilities outlined in Section 5.3.4 (on pages 69.--70), a.re .
-" described irl detail in. Appendix A. The denominators are the numbers of t,ra,cks
' with p > 2 GeV/c and p, > 1.25 GeV/c whichsatisfy the rnuon-syste_n fiducial

criteria,, and the numerators are the subsets of these tracks which satisfy MUSTAT_
': = 15. The uncorrected ratios are 501/563 = 0.890-_t=0.014 for MC muons and

91/14245 = 0.0064 :t: 0'0007 for MC non-muons. MC muons from hadron deca,y in
fligl:_ are categorized as real muons.

to describe well h,_drons in hadronic events recorded with t,he Mark II detector at PEP

[_reir 87].

Using tracks in the data which penetrate to the inner three layers of the muon

system, we determ.ine the additiona_l hadron punch-through probabilities to these

la.yers, thus correcting the MC MUSTATdistribution. Table 5.8 lists the probabilities

for tracks to reach each layer. The differences between the probed)ilities in the middle

two columns (2 and 3) of Table 5.8 indicate that the punch through to the first

three layers is underestimated in the MC by about a factor two. _.[b calculate the

effect of this underestimate on the punch through reaching the NUSTAT= 15 signal

population, we fit the MC NUSTAT< 15 distribution to the data, resulting in the

higher probabilities listed in the last column (4) of Table 5.8. The corrections, for the

" _tdditional hadron punch-through probabilities outlined here and for the additions,1

proportions,l-tube inefficiencies ca,lculated in the previous section (on page 67), to the

nulnbcrs of identified muons predicted by the Monte Carlo are described in detail in

Appendix A.

rib estimate the number of isolated hadrons misidentified a.s muons, we correct the

numbers of such tracks in the MC by using the proba,biiities for additional hadrons

|

I
mill' ,lr 1, , , , ,,M, _' ' I,r 'lllll"
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Layer Probability per track

number Data MC MC fit

1 0,174 4- 0,013 0,11.8 ± 0,001 0,187 ±0,001

2 0,064 4- 0,009 0,039 ± 0,001 0,066 ± 0,001

3 0,023 ± 0,006 0,011 • 0,000 0,025 ± 0,001 "

4 0,028 ± 0,006 0,026 _: 0.001 0,029 ± 0,001

Table 5.8: Probabilities for tracks to reach each layer of the muon systenl in the

data, the uncorrected MC and the corrected MC. The probabilities are calculated by

dividing the numbers of tracks which leave hits (within 3_r) in a,ll layers preceding
and including the given layer but not in subsequent layers (i,e, tracks with NUSTRT --

1, 3, 7 or 15) by the total numbers of p > 2 OeV/c tracks satisfying the muon fiducial

criteria. The majority of tracks rea, thing the fourth layer a,re real muons.

to punctl through to layers 21to 3 obtained from a fit to tlm distribution of the non-

signal va,lues of tlm muon identificittion variable (NUSTAT_,,= 0--14) for a,ll tracks**

a,s well a,s the a,dditional pr0portiona,l-tube inefficiencies. The probability for isolated

ha,drons to punch through to la,yer 4 is consistent with the proba,bilities obtained

from a detailed study with the full FLUKA87 simulation [Weir 87]. Figure 5.10 is

a comparison between NUSTAT_r for isolated tracks in the data, and in the corrected

MC, indicating the predicted contribution from rea,1 muons,

The proba, bility for isolated non-._nuon tracks to be rnisidentified a,s muons is

0.006 +0,00_-0,0o3' as calculated from the corrected numbers of isola,ted MC non-muon tracks

in Table 5.7, This probability does not include rnuons from _r or K decays in flight,

which axe categorized a,s real muons.

The pt spectrunl for tracks identified as muons is shown in Figure 5.11, together

with predictions for the contribtltions from rea, l muons and hadrons mis±dent±fled a,s

muons. T.here a,re 6 isolated tracks identifie, d as muons in the da,ta. Of t,hese 6 tracks,

0.9 a,re expecte, d to come from hadrons m isidentified as muons. Figure 5,12 is a, picture

**To determine the additional inner-layer punch-throt, gh probabilities, we use a fit to ttUSTATcr
, for ali tracks instead of the subset of isolated tracks, in order to enhance the statistics for the fit,.
11 Within our limit,ed statistics, insignificant differences in the estimated mis±dent±float±onprobability
J!| for isolated tracks result t'rolll using the additional punch-through probabilities obtained from fits to

I either MUSTATor MUSTATc,.and from using either all tracks or only isolated t,racks. Set Appendix A
for details.
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_ _ I _ I _v,---o 10 - \, misid

I _ Ident,fied Muon Tracks
tr) 5 -"Oa

o 0
0 2 ' 4 15 'I-.

Pt (GeV/c)

Figure 5.11' The Pt spectrum for tra.cks identified as muons. The shaded and un-

' shaded regions show tile uncorrected .expected Contributions from real muons and

i hadrons misidentified as muons., .respectively. Tile predictions come from MC, simula-

tions normalized to 413 observed hadronic events, assuming rl, = 0.22. The numbers

of identified muons have not been corrected for additional inefficiencies or punch

through. The net effect of these corrections, evaluated in the footnote on page 92 in
Appendix A, is to mttl*iply the numbers of real muons and hadrons identified as muons

by the relatively sinai, overall factors of (1 - eaad) 4 = 0.89 and 652.2/616 = 1.06, re-

spectively. The reasons for the disagreenmnt between MC and data for tracks with
small values of pt are not understood. For isolated non-muon tracl,.:: identified as

muons, i.e. misidentified hadrons with pt > 1.'_=,,oGeV/c, the overall cu,'rection factor
is 91.2/91 = 1.00, as shown in 'Fable 5.7.

, lp, 111,, ,11 lH IRlllI I.................... _ '_m"-,,,,-_v,,_,7,,,,,,,,,,.......... ,,r....,-,......,"_'r'_,,,",_'lr"r,',,,",,,"r'_i,,_'_J'g Iil_',,i,l_,llllJr"W......,,,,_|Ii' i]_1 'II" "'/!l_lri_l
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of ata event with an isolated muon,
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Chapter 6

Branching Fraction to B Hadrons

Using the efficiencies for selecting hadronic events calculated in Chapter 4 and the

efficiencies for tagging events with isolated leptons calculated here, we determine

the bottom..quark fraction in hadronic Z decays, rb = F(Z _ bb)/F(Z --+,had), frorn

its product with the B-hadron semileptonic branching ratio, B(B ---+Xlv).rb. The

Ineasurement of rb is used to estimate the Z-boson partial width, vector coupling

consta.nt and branching fraction into bottom hadrons.

6.1 Event tagging efficiencies

To separate btievents from udsc events, we assign apt value to each event containingan

identified lepton, and, if an event, contains more than one lepton track, we choose the

highest value of p,. tla(h'onic events which contain at least one identified lepton which

is isolated, i.e. has p_ > 1.25 GeV/c, are considered tagged. The overall ef:[iciency for

tagging produced bbevents is 0.101 +0.ma This efficiency, which includes contributions,-.0.012 '

• from a.ll sources oi' identified leptons, results from the comMned effects of the ha,dronic

evet_t.-selection eftMency, the semileptonic branching ratios, the fiducial acceptances

- of the detector, the lepton ident, ification efficiencies and the isolation cut. The effect

of the cut on pl, a.fter all other cuts, is to select 4,6% of b_,events with a real lepton

-_i] tta,ck identiiied as a lepton. The cuts retain only a small fractioIl, 0.0ii_olo03 , of

_]:t t)roduced udsc events. The efficiencies for tagging produced event's are calcula.ted
:! from the nmnbers of tagged Monte Carlo events in Table 6.1. The ,_ystematic errors

75 °
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Flavor Webber-Murchesini Lund Both models

uds 139/13025 = 0.0107 97/13057 = 0.0074 236/26082 = 0.0090 4- 0.0006

cg 69/3779 = 0,0183 55/3798 = 0.0145 124/7577 = 0.0164 -.t=0.0015

udsc 208/16804 = 0.0124 152/16855 = 0.0090 360/33659 = 0.0107 + 0.0006

i b/_ 527/4704 = 0.11.20 438/4870 = 0.0899 965/9574 = 0.1008 • 0.0032 "

I
Table 6.1': The numbers of generated Monte Carlo events passing the tagged eventi

' selection and the resulting efficiencies. The numbers of events tagged by muons a,re

corrected a,ccording to the procedure described in Cha, pter 5 and Appendix A,
I
I

, for the efIiciencies are the sums in quadrature of the uncerta, inties from the MC

sta,tistics, from the MC model differences, a,nd from the identification efl:iciencies and

misidentification probabilities of isolated tracks identified _s leptons (in Cha,pter 5).

6.2 % and B(B --+ Xlu)'rb

Among the 413 ha,dronic events in the data,, we observe 15 higl>Ih events, 9 tagged

by electrons and 6 by muons. The standa,rd-model prediction is 1,1.7 tagged events,

with 8,3 events from prima, ry/3'-hadron decays t,o rea, l leptons and with tlae quarl:-

r'_ :_

flavor and lepton-type composition shown in ].able 6.2. Figure 6.1(c) sl_ows t,he

]?;venl; Leptons ItMrons 'l:ota,l

l?la.vor e t t e I t-z e + p

0.3,II 0.23 1,37 10.69 2.63
05 ,_c_ . _ I 0.39 0.25 10.1.7 1.38

bL, 6.._91,t.03_'?_' ' 0.2010.15 1.0.68

udscb 7,21 1,1.65 1.83 I1.01 1.4..69

TM)le 6.2' The predicted quark-fla,vor a,nd lepton-type composition of tagged events.
" ']?he columns la,belled e a,nd tr, contain etl,her rem leptons identified a,s leptons or "

hadrons misidentitied a,s leptons. Ilm predictions assume rb --: 0.22 and a,re normM-

ized by multiplying the number of MC eventte by 413/37331 = 0.0111, the ra,tio of

the number of observed l:a,dronic events in tlm data, to the number iii the MC.

observed p_ spectrunl together with t,lle expected clua,rk-flavor composition of events
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Figure 6.1' The l._ spe.ctra', for tra, cks identified a,s (a.) electrons a.nd (b) IGlluons, re-

prodtlced from l:lgures 5.6 a,nd 5,11.. I1 shaded and unsha, ded regions show the

., expected conl, ribut, ions from rea.1 leptons and ha.drons misidentified _.ts leptons, re-

spectively. (c) The pr. distribution for leptons (e i or ttv) with one entry per event,

Th_: shaded region is the expected contribution from bb events with real leptons. Also
indica.ted a,re tlie contributions from ce a,nd ud.s events, a,s well a,s ew..'nts tagged by

. r S tha,drons misidentified a.s leptons I'he_e predictions coIne front Monte C,arlo simula-

tions norma,lized to 413 observed events, a,ssuming rb = 0.22. In these .spectra,, the
;,-1,,,-,flg,,,-I7_4("t m,,,-,,_.... ,_ ,.,-,_',_,.... pl,_rl ,_v,,orl# ;,_ r,;a,,# (r'_ _,l_n,'_ #l-,:_n,lrnl-,ore _f"o%,r_n#_
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tagged by rea.1 muons have been corrected for the _dditiona.l inef[iciencies described
in Cha,pter 5.
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with a track identified as a lepton. From the observed numbers of hadronic events

and tagged events, together with the efficiencies described above, we construct two

equations to be solved for the unkrlown ud.sc and bb populations, as described in

Appendix .B The resulting value of rb =: 0.23 +°'1° +o.o_=t=0.02, where the errors are,• -0,08 -0,04

iri the order quoted, the statistical errors using Poisson statistics, the systematic

errors from uncertainties in the event efficiencies and the systematic error from the

lmcerta.inty in theB semileptonic branching ratio. The product B(.13---+ X lu). rv =

0,025 +°'m° ± 0.005 is independent of the a,ssumed branching ratio* t3(B --+ Xlu) =-0.009

1.1% :t: 1%. As shown in Figure 6.1, our mea,surements axe in good a.gle:zl_¢nt,"" e _ witll

,-- 9 _the sta, nda,rd-model predictions for which rb 0..,2.

6.3 F(Z--+ bb), vb and B(Z-+ b{))

The Z-boson partie,1 width vector coupling cons!;a,nt _nd bra.nchlng fraction into bot-

tom ha,drons are ob_a,ined fronl the measurement of rb. We multiply ?'b by the :'..verage

of lla_dronic-widtll mea,surernents from the p _ , ,LI,P experiments ALEPI-I DEI.,t_ttI La

OPAL,P(Z-, had) = 1.76±0.02GeV [Fernandez 90], to obta.in F(Z --+ b_,) =

0.40 +o.lr +0.o9 GeV. EssentiMly thesame value for the partial width is obta, ined from--0.14 -0.08

the measurements of the total nu1l ber of produced bb events and the luminosity, as is

shown in Appendix C. The measured partial width agrees with tlm standard-.model

width F(Z --+ b/;)= 0.38 GeV calcula.ted in 'Fable 1.2. Using this calculation., we

estimate t,t, from F(Z --+ hb) o< a_,+ t,_ by setting the axial coupling consta, nt equal to

its standard-model value, ab = --1, a,s suggested by rrlea,surerrmrlts [Ma.rshall 89] a,t

lower Ecn.,, and arrive a,t ,,2_.b = 0'56+°'6'__0,5s+0,a4_o,a2,in agreement with the standa.rd-model

va,lue of 0.4.8.

We find the Z-boson bra, r_ching fraction ir_to hadrons containing 1)ottom quartcs to

be B(Z -+ b;)= F(Z-_ bl))/Pz = 16% +r%-6% = 3%, where the a,verage rnea,sured total

width P z = 2.50-t-0.02 GeV [Fernandez90], The measured branching fraction is in

good agreement with the standard-model va,lue of 15% calculated in Section 1.11.1.

,li

-j
.... -

' *The relation between rb and B(B --+Xlu) is given in Appendix B.

b
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,

Conclusion

In conclusion, we summarize isola, ted-lepton measurements of the Z-boson branching

fraction into bottom hadrons and show progress from bottom-hadron tagging studies

with the Mark II vertex detectors, as an example of a future direction for B physics

with Z decays.

7.1 Measurements with Isolated Leptons

Before our direct measurement of the bottom-quark fraction in hadronic Z decays,

the Z coupling to b quarks was determined from the electroweak induced charge

asymmetry. A fit to the measured charge asymmetries for hadronic events enriched

in b quarks,* i.e. containing leptons with momenta emd transverse momenta above

some cuts, from many experiments at PEP and PETRA yields ab = -1.02=t=0.15 and

Vb = --0.35-t-0.95 [Marshall 89], as compared to the respective standard-model values

of -1 and -0.69.

Direct measurements of the Z coupling to bottom ha,drons through isolated leptons

i from semileptonic B-decays have been performed at SLC a,nd LEP. The weighted

average of the measurements of the B-hadron semileptonic bra, nching ratio times the
| bottom=quark fraction in hadronic Z dec_ys listed in Table 7.1 is B( B _ XltJ).rb =
m

_| *Although the fit is actuMly for the coupling to the quarks d, s and b, it is essentially a determi-

nation of ab and vb since the b-quark data dominate the result, o
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Experiment Reference B(B --_ Xlu) ' rb " !

. _ .02_,2+o.o,o5+o.oo_o eH,Mark II [Kral u0] (publication of this work) 0 _" -o.0o89-o,oo49

L3 [Adeva 90] updated in [Innocente 90]* 0 0248 +°'°°°s +o,oo12 Ft' -0,0008 --0.0012I

ALEPlt [Decamp 90] 0'0217+°'°°19+°'°°'°-o.oo19-o.oolo, e

ALEPH [Decamp 90] 0.0238+o;oo2s+o.oo12 /L ',,.-o,oo,28-0,00,2,..

Table 7.1' Measurements of the .B meson semileptonic l)ra.nching ratio times t,he
bottom-quark fraction ill hadronic Z decays at the SLC and _d;the LEP storage ring.
The first error is statistical and the second error is systematic.

0,023.8 -F0.0011. Dividing by B(B --4 Xlu) = 11% i 1%, we get r'b = 0.22 ± 0.02,

where the error is dominated by the uncertainty in B (B _ X lu) Since measurements

of the B-meson semileptonic branching ratios a,t the T(4S) depend on theoretical

input to model the effect of leptons witl_ momenta too small to mea.sure and leptons

= from secondary decays, the uncertainty in rb couid be reduced somewhat by tuning

i the hadronic Z-decay Mont,e Carlo to the well-measured high-moment, urn parts of the
2

lepton spectra,, which are the parts that give rise to the high-pr leptons used to tag

I3 hadrons. The error on rb will have to be reduced substantiMly for us to indirectly

probe the effect of the top-quark mass on F(Z + bl;). The predicted decrease in

F(Z + b/_)between m,t = 100 GeV/c 2 and m.t = 200 GeV/c 2 is 2% [Consoli 89].

If we divide the average for B(B -+ Xlu).rb by the standard-model rb = 0.217

[Behrends 89], we obtain an average semileptonic branching ratio of B(B -+ Xlu) =

11.0% ± 0.5O/o,in good agreement with the previous measul.cmmts s, ', e , ummarized in

Sect,on 3 3.1 1.1.3% 4-0,5% at (,,ESR, and DC RIS and 11,9% ± 0.6% at PEP a,nd

t I'JI RA. Phc accura,cy on the measured value of this branching ratio may be. improved

through studies of h_dronic Z deca,ys containing two isolated leptons.

I
l Preliminary L3 result,.
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7.2 Mark II Vertex Tagging

A different approach to studying botton-l-hadron production in Z decays is to use the

vertex detectors* that were installed and tested inside the Mark II detector during

• January 1990.

Vertex ta,gging is possible beca,use of the relatively long average lit'etime, large

" charged-I)article multiplicity and large mass of the B hadron. An example o17a,method

for tagging B hadrons is to require three or more tra,cks in the same hemisphere with

impa, ct para, meters of more than +act from th.e prima, ry vertex position and with

. an inva,riant mass larger thtm 1,95 GeV/c 2 [ttayes 84], An event is divided into

hemispheres by the plane that is p,erpendicular to the thrust axis and that pa,sses

through the primary vertex l)osition, The primary vertex is tMCento be the interaction

point, us deterrnined from tracks in events recorded during the same time period as the

candida,tc event a,nd from the locations of the electron and positron beams. A positive

value for the impact parameter is assigned if the track crosses the two-dm_ensmnal

projection of the thrust axis in the half-pla,ne containing the track; tracks with large

_ positive impact parameters indicate the presence of long-lived particles. Monte Carlo

simulations of the SSVD and the DCVD are used to determine the efficiencies for

tagging. The overall efficiency for tagging produced bb events is about 0.36 4- 0.03.

'.['he cuts rain only a small fraction, approximately 0.009 :t:0.001, of produced udsc

= events [\_ eber 89].

a While instMled inside the Mark II, the DCVD is cMibrated using cosmic ra,y tra,cks.

T _•ne position resolution is determined to be 15 ttm, a,dded in quadra, ture to a diffusion

contribution of 37_/D(cm) Itm for DCVD gas ai; '2 a,tm. To estimate the impact-

para,meter resolution, we use the distribution of rniss distances :_t the origin for t,he

" pair of track,-segments formed by cosmic rays traversing the drift chan_ber. We find

ean impact-parameter resolution of 30 ttm. _Ih. pa,ttern-recognition algorit,hm used to

find hits is oI)timized to provide the best suppression of fake hits while ma,intaining

a, single-hit efficiency in excess of 98%. The double-.track resolution is studied by

,11 superposing pulses recorded frorn different cosmic-ray events, and then mca,sm'ing
NN

tRefer to Se'ctmn'2.12 for descriptions of the siliconstrip and drift chambervertex detectors

r

' ,in,li ,F, Irl_l' vi' "rl" IIt'llqFI Illl " .... 'pillr'''''
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the efficiency of finding the second hit as the separation between the superposed hits

is increased. When the separation is larger than about 700 /tta, the et:tic,iency for

finding the second hit. is > 95% while the probability for finding a fake hit is < 10%

[Durrett 90].

The d_t_t sample recorded during January 1990 consists of _bout 30 hadronic Z

events, Within the limited statistics, we find the performa, nces of the SSVD a,nd

DCV'D to be consistent with expectations from previous tests.

We illustrate the complementary informa, tion obtained from lepton identifica.tion

and vertex reconstruction with two events that are likely to contain B h_drons: a

vertex-tz_ggcd event and a lepton-tagged event. Figure 7.1 shows un event tagged

by three tracks in the upper hemisphere with large impact-pa,rameter significances.

The event contldns a secondary vertex in the lower hemisphere and two b_mk-to-bemk

muons (lt + and lt-) with moderately la,rge transverse momenta,. Figure 7.2 shows

lm event tagged by an isolated electron (e-). Back-to-back with tl_e isolated electron

i_ , muon (#+) with moderately large transverse momentum, The electron a.nd two

: other tracks in the upper hen_isphere form a secondary vertex.

The Mark II is current, ly recording SLC d,_ta, totalling about 40 hadronic events

during July and August, and is scheduled to finish running in October 1.990 with a,

total of 3000 hadronic events. We hope to use the lepton-tagged _md vertex-tagged

events from this final Mark II da, ta sa,mple to improve our measurements of the average

.B-hadron lifetime and of. the Z-boson bra.nching rra,orion into hadrons containing

bottom quarks.

_

=

tr
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.L

I

RUN 2031g REC IIBI E= gi.28 IB PRONG HADRON (5"01

TRIGGER 0 44B CHAR 9ST CTF MARK II A'f SLC

Ir_KP E:L^Io,I,) 7 -- I ] ...., o,,,,o, ,, --, r I -
2,7 O, I PI, L J

_ ,.o o.o,,_. '- I ] - L4 1,2 0,3 F'I"

B 7,.'I 0,0 MU, l --_]

I O 3,4 0,0 PI' o, ' S
,7 1,3 0.4 pl" 0,3
8 0,3 0,0 PI'
£1 0,2 0,3 PI, S

I0 0,4 0,4 Pl, o,o

II 2,0 0,2 MU, '_ o,;,lP. O,O 0,4 PI'
13 5,O I, I MU- _:_
14 O,O 0,3 i)j • _ ,x ,

1_ 2,2 0,0 Pl, 9 ' .: S ,, S1[_ O,b 0,0 Pl- s

17 2,2 O,O PI, _ , ,., ,
18 1,0 0,0 Pl ' '.
19 I I Pl" D' S

: 20 0,3 O "'
B21 0,3 B

22 0,2 O
23 0,7 g '
24 1,2 o o s
25 0.4 O

28 4,g (3 O'(o, 4 _,_
27 O,7 O _.1,
2B o, 3 (I r .q
29 o,o O ' L .1
3O 0,8 O F

§:]1 1,8 G -

:,_ 0,50 , .- [ ) _3.3 1,3 G i

• 34 0,5 g ....
- [ ---] Figure"7.1 (a)-

Figure 7.1' Vertex-tagged hadrorfic _Z-deca,y event shown in the r-¢ pla,ne with
(a,) charged tracks, neut, r_d showers and muon-chamber hits; (b) cha,rged tracks,
DCVD hits and SSVD hi_s; _md (c) b:a.ck_extrapola,tions to the interaction point.
T t ,,.ra.c;s number 9 3 _nd 8 have impact pa,rameters > +3.6cr a,nd tra.cks number 14,
15 a,nd 18 t'orm a. seconda, ry vertex. Track number 5 (y+) has p = 7.3 GeV/c,
PL- 0.S Gc..V/c., ali four a.ssocial;ed hits < 1.4G from the DC track extrapola, tion a,nd
a. fourth-la,yer hit a,t 0.1.G,:o,.,.from the pa.th defined bythe associated hits in la,yers 2

: a,nd 3. Simila, rly, (,ra,cknumher 1.3(#-)has p = 5.8 OeV/c, pt = 1..1 GeV/c, > -2.7cr
and 0,3cr_o,,r. Tra.cks number 13 a.nd 11 (y+) share associated hits in the outer three

I layers; we assign these hits to tta.ck 13, because its extra, pol,%ion is closer 1,o_,hehitsI
a (;h_n tha.t of (,rack 11.
!
1

1
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RUN 203{]8 REC 14B5 E= gl.2B 15 PRONG HADRON {5-0)

TRIGGER 0 45B CHAR SS1 TED CTF MARK II A1 SLC

L ] -
IRK P Et.ATOT ID - [ I
I 0.3 0,3 PI" l •
2 0.5 0.3 PI' ]r- $
3 0.4 0.7 PI- ! L

, 0.5o., [ ]
5 ;2.7 0.2 PI- (
0 1,2 0,4 PI, S
7 25.g IB, I E"
O 0.7 , PI- o.°_I D
9 0.7 1,4 Pl' _1__.

i I0 O.B 0.0 Pl' ,
II 0.4 0.4 PI-
12 O. I PI-
13 7.3 0.0 Pl- ©
4 O.i 0,0 pl. 5
5 4.0 0.0 Pl' o
0 6.0 2.1 MU,

7 !.0 0.0 Pl' :: 5 o.4 $
B 0.1G ' ,'
g 0.5 G "'' '

20 0.5 6 S
21 0.3 G

S
22 0.3 G

23 0.3 G S Q_p
24 0.2 G ':J
25 0.2 G F
28 0,4 G s s

i 27 13.0 G

ii 2g 0.7 G L_

1
I 30 ,. I 6 J

L
31 2.4 O

33 l.g G

Figure 7.2: Lepton-tagged hadronic Z-decay event shown in the r-¢ plane with

(a) cha.rged tracks, neutral showers and rnuon-chamber hits; (b) charged tracks,
DCVD hits and SSVD hits; and (c) track extrapolations to the interaction point.

Track number 7 (isolated e-) ha_s p = 24 GeV/c, p_ =- 1.9 GeV/c, rmin = 0.60 and
_- _ /"r,um = 0.91. Track number 1.6 (/L+) has p 6.9 GeV/c, pt = 0.7 Ge\ lc, all four asso-

ciated hits < 1.0a from the DC track extrapolation and a fourth-layer hit at 2.2_or_

i from the path defined by the associated hits in layers 2 and 3. Tracks number 5, 6and 7 form a secondary vertex.

",l;l_' 1_1'1q,I , .... Iltl ,_,_v'lr'l_" .ii_ li_F ,FII_II
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Appendix A

Muon Monte Carlo Corrections

To estimate the muon misidentification probability in Chapter 5, we use data to cor-

rect the muon Monte Carlo simulation for additional hadron punch-througli probabil-

ities and additional proportionM-tube inefficiencies. We obtain the corrected l:)unch-

through proba,1)ilities for the inner three layers from a fit to the distributior_ of hits

for tracks which do not reach the outer layer [Nelson 83b]. The distribution of hits is

then corrected for tile mea.sured tube inefficiency. The correction procedure outlined

in Section 5.3.4 is described in detail here.

The pattern of hits in the four layers of the muon system for eacil track is repre-

sented i:" the binary variable MUSTAT, for which the leash significant bit represents the

" first, layer. L.g.,7 a track penet.rating to the third layer without reaching tlm fourth

has MUSTAT= 01112 = 7. The values of the varia.ble MUSTATc_are the sa.me as those

of MUSTATwhen MUSTAT < 8. f%r MUSTATcr to be _>_S, the fourth hit has to be both

within 3a a-.d within 3crco_. Itencel identified muons have MUSTAT:r = 1ll 12 = 15.

The proba,bilit!es u(i)" " add measure how much extra, punch through we need to add

1,o each of the inner three layers i = 1-3. Using the fraction p(i) of the tracks with_ add

- a. given value of MUSTAT, we perform the logical operation MUSTATOR MASK(i), where

MASK(1}= 00012, MASK(=) = 00112 and MASK(a) = 01112 Thus, p(l) of the tracks with• * add

, p(1) ofHUSTAT = 0 change to MUST.AT= 1 since 00002 OR 00012 = 00012. Simila, rly,, add

the t,racks with MUSTAT = 2 change to MUSTAT= 3, since 00102 OR 00012 = 00112,

whereas the tracks with MUSTAT= 1 do not change, since they Mrea,dy contain a hit in
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the first layer. Starting with kj tracks having MUST/kT--"j, we end up with lj tracks,

I0 - [1 p(1) p(2) p(a)lk °--- .l add -- a add -- _ addl

11 _ D(1) I. [1 D(2) D(3)lk 1I addh;0 "lt- "-- _ add -- _ addJ

J 12 - [1 D(1) D(2) _(a)l_. .... I add -- J add -- I addJr_2

: 13 _ D(_)_o D(2)[ko+t;_+k2]+[1 p(3)_,,1 -- _ add _* "_- I add -- addJ/_3

14 -- [1 D(1) D(2) (3)-- '--._ add --" add- Pa_dd]k4

15 _ p(1) i.- aad_4 + [1- D(2) P(a)lk5a add -- _ addJ

16 -- [1 p(1) /2(2) D(a)lt._ _ add -- _ acid _ i addJn,6

l_ = ,oO)"_dd,_+ "(2_[_4_dd+ _,_+ k_]+ "P(a)[k0add+ _' + k_+ _:a+ k_+ k_+ k_]
, • ,

/15 -- ., add/el4 + x add[h_.12 "4- k13 -_-

DCa)r_.
+ • addttVS "4- k9 "b klO zr- kll "4- k12 -[" k13 zr" k14].

(1.1)
Then we apply the layer inefficiency eadd = 0.029, as calculated in TM)le 5.6, to ench

of these HUSTATpopulations, obtaining the corrected populations rnj for each HUSTAT

value j = 0--15,

mo --- 10 + ¢add(/1 -J- 12 + 14 + Is) + eadd2(/3 + 15 + 16 + 19 + 110-[- /12)

+ eadd3(/7 + lla + lla + 114) + eadd4ll5

_-i IN. 1 -- (1 - ¢add)[l, + eada(l.3+ l_ + l,) + eadd2(/7+ l,, 4- l_3) + e_dd3115] '

[ m2 -- (1 --eadd)[12 + eadd(/3 + 16 q- /10) + eadd2(/7 q- [11 "+/_4) + eadd3/_s] (A.2)

I
i , o ,

i m_s - (1 -- £add)4115.
To determine the probabilities p(i)= ' add, we perform a fit to the observed MUSTAT

,_ distribution, excluding the MUSTAT= 15 population since it consists mostly of real
b_

i_ muons. For each of the 15 remaining values of NUSTAT= 0-14, we form the Poisson

.,, ,,,,
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Figure A.I: Result of fit for hadron punch through to pattern of muon hits. Shown
are the MUSTATdistril)utions for tracks sa,tisfying the muon fiducia] criteria in the
Monte Carlo, before (clots) a,nd after (solid) the corrections, and in the data (circles).

proba,1)ility,

Pj = rr_j e -tJ_
nj! ' (A.3)

corl'esponding to the Poisson probability of observing nj tracks with j = MUST.kT,

when r'j.are predicted. The predictions are the corrected MC',populations normalized
'-_ 15 ^ ?_,1

to the total number of tra.cks, rj = -_'_'mj. We maximize the likelihood
_

/2 = _=orIP.i, (A.4)

which implicitly depends on the punch-through probabilities p(i) through the number
" J add

i of predict, ed tracks tj. The fit is performed by minimizing - log/; using the computer
e program MINUIT [James 75]. The observed blUSTATdistribution for all tracks isl

compared to the simulated distributions before and after the fit in Figure A.1. To

ma.ke sure that the fit yields consistent results, we also fit r)(i) to the distributions of- * add

I

P"'I'I'' rl_
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MUSTAT_ using ali tracks and using only isolated tracks and the results are given in

Table A.1.

Fit MUSTAT MUSTAT_r

resul ts a.ll all isol a.tecl

--P__-(P_ 0.147 4- 0,020 0.147 ::t::0 020 0.162.4- 0,047add

p(2) 0.039 4- 0.011 0.039 ._ 0 011 0.045::t:_ 0.030dd

Pa 3) 0.018 :t: 0.007 0.021 4- 0 007 0.003 ::t:0.030dd ,,

Table A.I: Additional punch-through probabilities obtained from fits to MUSTATa.nd
MUSTATcrfor ali tracks and to MUSTATcrfor the subset of isolated tracks.

To cMculate the muon misidentification probability for isolated tracks, we correct

the MUSTATcrdistribution for these tracks using the additional punch-through proba-

bilities obtained from the fit to Mus'rATc_for the larger sample containing all tracks,"

p(1) 0.147 D(2) = 0.039 and D(3) = 0.021 Tal)le A 2 shows the corrections to thedd -" _ .i add .l add " '

MC for each MUSTATcrbin. The resulting MUSTATcrdistribution, indicating the contri-

bution from real muons, is compared with the observed distribution in Figure 5.10.

Out of the 563 isolated real muons in the MC, 501 are identified as muons. The

inefficiency correction changes the number of identified muons to 445.4, leading to the

identification efficiency of 0,79, as quoted in Section 5.3.3, Simila.rly, out of the 14245

isolated non-muons in the MC, 91 are misidentified as muons. The punch-tllrough

correction adds 1.1..6 non-muon tra,cks while the ineIticiency corrections subtracts 11.4

non-muon tracks, yielding the essentially unchanged number oi"91.2 tra,cks misidenti-

fled as muons and the misidentifica,tion probability of 0.006, as quoted ill Section ,5.3.,1.

The change in the misidentifica.tion proba,bility when results from the oi;her fits in .ria._

ble A.1 are used is insignificant.

*This fit, is to 1419 real muons and 616 hadrons identified as muons in the MC, The number of

: tracks from additional punch through is +117,7 hadrons and the numbers of tracks from additional

inefficiencies are -157.6 muons and -81.5 hadrons. The net effect of these corrections is to multiply
t,he numbers of real muons and hadrons by the overall factors of (1 - eadd) 4 "- 0.89 and 652.2/6.16 =
1.06, respectively, as is suggested for the uncorrected pt spectrum of Figure 5.11 (reproduced in
Figure 6.1), The overall correction factor is equal to unity for misidentified isolated hadrons, as is
shown here.

illl liI , ,l_,,lll ,, , ,,ull,_,_l , i....
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...... j Before Punch. Ineff. After rj nj
_--- , ........

0 9882 -2045.6 +117.0 7953.4 89.7 82

1 1848 +1341.8 --45.2 3144.5 35.5 32
2 464 -96.0 +33.4 401.4 4.5 10

3 923 +524.4 --66.6 1380.8 15.6 16

4 518 -107.2 9-..6 408.2 4.6 3

5 141 +67.7 +4.3 213.0 2.4 8

6 125 -25.9 +11.5 110.6 1.2 5

7 230 +340.9 -32.2 538.7 6.1 3

8 17 -3.5 +0.0 13.5 0.2 0

9 3 +2.3 +0.4 5.7 0.1 1

10 2 -0.4 +1.5 3.1 0.0 0

11 1 +1.1 +15.8 18.0 0.2 0

12 7 -1.4 +1.4 7.0 0.1 0

13 5 +0,7 +1.5.5 21.3 0.2 0

° 14 50 -10.4 +12.7 52.3 0.6 1

15 592 +11.6 -67.0 536.5 6.1 6
.......

_-]j 14808 __ 0.0 0.0 14808.0 167.0 167.0,.,

Table A.2: The Monte Ca,rlo MUSTA%._distributions for isolated tra,cks before and
after corrections for punch through a,nd ineNciency. The predicted total numbers of
tra,cks r'j a,re compared to the observed numbers of tra,cks nj for each va,lue of j =

" MUSTAT_.r.



Appendix B

Solving for the bb fraction

The equations used to determine rb in Section 6.2 are described in detail here.

To solve for the bottom-quark fraction in hadronic Z decays, rb, we use two

numbers observed in the data: the number of hadronic events, nh_d, and the number

of hadronic events tagged by an isolated lepton, ntis. We have two unknowns, namely

the number of produced udsc events and the number of produced bb events, which

are equivalently expressed as the number of produced hadronic events, n_d_cb, and rb.

We solve for rb using four efficiencies obtained from the Monte Carlo, the efi]ciency
.udsc br, "

for udsc (hb) events to pass our hadronic event cuts %_d, (q_d), and the efficiency for

'u,dsc (bii) events to be tagged in our high-pr sample, .,d_c br,_'t,,_ (Qag)' We thus have two

equations with two unknowns,

_udse br,
?7'had -_ elm(t( ] -- rb)nud.._cb 2r- ehadrb?7,udscb (B.1)

and

_udsc [ br,
ntis= tt_g kl - rb)?tud,,,cb -I- £tagrbrtudscb, (B.2)

from which we find the solution

£udsc _ fudsc
had '?2'had _ "tag

rb = br, .,,a_ br, _,,d,_,n,.__' (B.3)
., fftag e'tag _ (-- _had ?1,ha de-had )

Using the vah.ms for the efficiencies found in Chapters 4 and 6, we obtain,

0'858 +°'°'6 (7_J)-O'O 107 +°'°°as-o.o16 -o.ooa2

= r_ = 0.10aR+o,m25 +_.0-__0.0107+o.oo3 s (01 +°'°1_-_S• _--o.o12, -o.oo72 -o.o0a2 - 883 +°'°16-o.o17--'a 858_o.o16 ] \ TI_) (B.4)

i -- 0 929 +0.095+0.045+0,020

'' -0.081 -0.0,t,t --0.017 '
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where the errors are, in the order quoted, the statistical errors using the Pois-

son distribution, the systematic errors from uncertainties in the event efficiencies

and the systematic error from the second error in 6tagbg, which represents the uncer-
!

tainty in the B-hadron semih, ptonic branching ratio. As a function of this branch-I

eb_ - 0.7].50 0.0221 We factor out tile dependenceing ratio, B(B Xlu)i -.-t, +
tag --

I
i on the assumed branching ratio B(B _ Xlu) = 11% :t: 1% by forming the product

I B(B --, Xlu). rb= 0 0252 +°'mO° +o.ooso+0.0o02
1 ' -0,0089 -0.0049 -0,0003'

The measured number of produced bb events in the data, nbb = 110 +46 4- 23 where-39 '

the first errors are statistical and the second is systematic.



" Appendix C

The Bottom-quark Cross Section

After a description of the radiatively corrected e+e - annihilation cross section near

the Z pole, we show here the alternate method of calculating F(Z --, hb) mentioned

in Section 6.3. We also estimate the peak b/_cross section.

We determine the Z-boson partial width into bottom hadrons F(Z --, hb)from the

measurements of the average center-of-mass energy (Ei) and integrated luminosity

| (£i) for each energy-scan point (i), and the total number of produced bb events

(%r,). With average values for Mz, rz and F(Z --_ e+e -) inserted into the radiatively

corrected Breit.-Wigner Z ° line-shape formula for a(E), we solve for I'(Z --+ hb) using

",b_= E _(Ei)' _i.

C.1 Cross Section for e+e- --+ Z --_ bb

An analytic formula for the radiative corrections is obtained [Cahn 87] by substituting

, the Breit--Wigner resona,nce

I"}/4
" cr°(E) =: C:ma×(E- Mz) 2 + P}/4 (C.1)

with
- 127r

Crmax- 2 2 F(Z --_ e+,e-)r(Z ---+/)b), (6.2)
MzFz

into

I| a(E) = (1 + _)tf:'@ (_) ' (C.3)
l - _o<__- _k_),::;_ (,- _)_o<_-_:_),

ii
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where k is the energy radiated by photons, and where the strength of the radiative

corrections is characterized by

-- 111 - 1 (C.4)t(E)= _ ,,_ ,
with the typical value t(Mz) = 0.108. The radiatively corrected cross section

3t _ _rt

{ hlsin -,_ (c.5)

where _ = 2(E .- Mz)/Fz. The correction due to initial-state radiation is :a.rge, as

can be seen in Figure C.1, which compares ao to a(E).

_,o-' ' ' ' T" ' ' " I ' ' '-' I ' ' ' '_I \

0.8 - /
/ I

b //

b / M_ '

o.2 _)/ -;

85 90 95 loo zo5
S,.m (GEV)

Figure C.I" The Breit-Wigner (dashed) and the radiatively corrected (solid) cross
sections divided by the maximum uncorrected value.

C.2 Measuring Crm_x(Z_ bb)

- Using the measured values for £i and the calculated values for _(Ei) listed in Ta- "

i ble C.1, we find

i F(Z --+bb) = nb_ 110 +46 =E23= --39 = n ,qq+°.16:E0.08 GeV (C.6)
" (_o'(Ei).£-,i'_ 282 .-k14 GeV -1 .... -o.,4 ,

,i tr(_ _)

I "
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(GEV) (nb -1) (nb-') (nb -i)
-'-31 89.24 0.672 0.049 0.2119 0.142 1.29

51 89.98 0.776 0,054 0.3687 0.286 2.60

' 101 90.35 2.944 0.106 0.4911 1.446 13.14

2 90.74 1.214 0.067 0.6318 0.767 6.97

' 7 91.06 4.101 0.128 0.7184 2.946 26.78

. 8 91.43 4.194 0.134 0.7281 3.054 27.76

4 91.50 1.262 0.070 0.7198 0.908 8.26

1 92.16 0.595 0.050 0.5412 0.322 2.93

9 92.22 3.098 0,112 0..5229 1.620 14.73

6 92.96 1.111 0,069 0.3444 0.382 3.48
-._....---- _ , ,

Pi i9.964 0.283 5.2783 11.873 107.93

4

Table C,.1" Measured luminosities [Abrams 89d] and calculated cross sections

i (Equation C.5). The maxinmm cross section (Equation C.2) is calculated us-

ing the average of measurements by Mark II at SLC and by ALEPH, DELPHI,
L3 and OPAL at LEP, Mz = 91.1'7+0.03 GeV/c 2, Pz = 2.50-t-0.02 GeV and

- I'(Z _ e+e -) = 0.0840=1=0.0009 GeV [Fernandez 90] together with the standard-
model value I'(Z -_ hb) = 0.383 GeV (Table 1.2). The expected number of events
divided by F(Z _ b_))is 282 + I,t GeV -1, where the error includes the urmertainties
from l,he a.veraged Z-boson resonance parameters and the measurements of the lu-
minosity. For the uncertainty in the luminosity, we have used the error in the total
luminosity, £ = 20.0=t=0,9nb -1, which is dominated by an overall error of 4.1% due to
the SAN detector resolution, statistics in the precise region of the SAM and unknown

ii ra,dia,tive corrections [Ha,rral 90].
where the second error is [.he combined systema.tic error dominated by the uncertain-

,III ties in %r, calculated in Appendix B, By comparison, we found in Section 6.3 that

i! I?(Z-.+ hb)= rb' F(Z --+ had) 0.40 +°'17+°'°9_0.1,.-o.08 GeV. The maximum cross section
ii1

111

q _)+_,.4nb, in good agreement with the_11 .the absence of radiative corrections is _rm_ = _..._3.8

1| st,_ndard-model value of 9 1 nb.

I"
I
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